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ASYMPTOTIC GROTHENDIECK GROUPS AND C.B.L.F. POSITIVE
DG-ALGEBRAS
GRE´GOIRE NAISSE
Abstract. We introduce the notion of asymptotic Grothendieck groups for abelian and
triangulated categories that are both AB4 and AB4*. We study when the asymptotic
Grothendieck group of the heart of a triangulated category with a t-structure is isomorphic
to the asymptotic Grothendieck group of the triangulated category itself. We also explain
a connexion with the notion of topological Grothendieck group from Achar–Stroppel.
Finally, we compute the asymptotic Grothendieck group of some positive (dg-)algebras
having a cone bounded, locally finite dimension.
1. Introduction
Categorification is a trendy research area in mathematics nowadays. While most results
live in an integral setting, it appears to be not enough to handle all situations, such as in
the categorification of the Jones-Wenzl projectors [9], or in the categorification of Verma
modules [17, 18, 16].
In the first case, it is necessary to categorify fractions like
(1)
1
1` q2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q2n´2
,
where q is a formal variable. The polynomial 1` q2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q2n´2 is the graded dimension
of R :“ krxs{pxnq, the cohomology ring of CPn´1, as k-module. Thus, in the Grothendieck
group K0pk -vectq, we have
rRs “ 1` q2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q2n´2rks.
Moreover, k admits a free resolution over R with (graded) ranks matching Eq. (1) expanded
as a Laurent series in kJqKrq´1s. Therefore, the authors of [9] suggested to interpret the
fraction Eq. (1) as the Ext-algebra Ext˚Rpk, kq. However, we usually cannot say that in
K0pk -vectq we have
rks “
1
1` q2 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` q2n´2
rRs,
since it would require to make sense of a convergent series (the projective resolution is
infinite). In [1], Achar and Stroppel develop a framework to handle such situations. They
start with a nice graded, finite length abelian category with enough projectives, and explain
how to construct a derived category where (minimal) projective resolutions of the objects
exist. Then, they develop a notion of topological Grothendieck group, by modding out
relations coming from (controlled) infinite projective resolutions. We can sum up their
1
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framework as objects are finite, but can admit infinite resolutions. This is the notion used
in [9].
In the case of the categorification of Verma modules [17, 18, 16], we need to categorify
the rational fraction
(2)
1´ λ2
1´ q2
,
which appears as a structure constant. The solution used in [17, 18] was to interpret λ as a
second grading, the minus sign on the numerator as a parity degree (thus working in a super
setting), and the denominator as a formal Laurent series p1` q2` q4`¨ ¨ ¨ q. The procedure
of going from rational fractions Zpq, λq to Laurent series Zppq, λqq can be made formal
using Aparicio-Monforte–Kauers construction [3]. From that, the author developed with
Pedro Vaz in [17, Appendix] notions of Krull–Schmidt (resp. Jordan–Ho¨lder) categories for
infinite direct sums (resp. infinite composition series), controlled in a certain way. These
categories also come with some “topological” versions of the Grothendieck groups. The
novelty is that object are not finite anymore, but only locally finite with respects to some
grading. However, the framework in [17, Appendix] does not handle infinite projective
resolutions, or more generally derived categories of dg-algebras.
In this paper, we propose a framework bringing the topological Grothendieck groups
of [1] and of [17] under the same roof, and generalizing it even further. We call this
generalization asymptotic Grothendieck group. This construction is necessary to handle
properly the categorification of parabolic Verma modules for all quantum Kac–Moody
algebras, as done by the author and Pedro Vaz in [16]. It also yields a more natural
categorification of sl2-Verma modules from [17, 18] in the world of homological algebra
rather than in the super-setting, with the minus sign on the numerator of Eq. (2) now
induced by a homological degree.
We now give an insight of what we mean by asymptotic Grothendieck group. Let A be
an abelian category. Given a chain or arrows
X “ Fm`1
fmÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
f2ÝÑ F2
f1ÝÑ F1
f0ÝÑ F0 “ Y,
one can deduce that in the Grothendieck group G0pAq there is an equality
rY s ´ rXs “
mÿ
i“0
rcok fis ´ rker fis.
The idea of the asymptotic Grothendieck group is to take this phenomenon to the limit.
One can extend such a composition of arrows to the left (resp. to the right)
X “ lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨
f2ÝÑ F2
f1ÝÑ F1
f0ÝÑ F0 “ Y
˘
,
(resp. Y “ colim
`
X “ F0
f0ÝÑ F1
f1ÝÑ F2
f2ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
),
(3)
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giving a filtered limit (resp. filtered colimit). Naively, we would like to say that in this
case we have
“ rXs “ rY s `
ÿ
rě0
`
rker frs ´ rcok frs
˘
. ”(4)
However, filtered limits and filtered colimits are in general not exact. This is problematic
since for example given a short exact sequence of filtered limits
(5) 0Ñ A‚ Ñ B‚ Ñ C‚ Ñ 0,
with A :“ limp¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ A1 Ñ A0q and similarly for B and C, then Eq. (4) implies that
rBs “ rAs ` rCs,
while B could be very far from being an extension of C by A. Hopefully, when A is a
full subcategory of an abelian category having countable products (resp. coproducts), it
is possible to compute how much a filtered limit X (resp. colimit Y ) is not exact, by
considering its derived limit X˜ (resp. derived colimit Y˜ ). In particular, for a short exact
sequence of limits as Eq. (5), there is an exact sequence
(6) 0Ñ AÑ B Ñ C Ñ A˜Ñ B˜ Ñ C˜ Ñ 0.
Thus, we suggest to define the asymptotic Grothendieck group G0pAq by taking G0pAq
modded out by the relation
rXs ´ rX˜s “ rY s `
ÿ
rě0
`
rker frs ´ rcok frs
˘
,
(resp. rY s ´ rY˜ s “ rXs `
ÿ
rě0
`
rcok frs ´ rker frs
˘
),
whenever we are in the case of Eq. (3), see Definition 7.6 for a precise definition of G0pAq.
In particular, this definition implies that given Eq. (5), then
rBs ´ rB˜s “ rAs ´ rA˜s ` rCs ´ rC˜s,
which agrees with Eq. (6). We use a similar definition in the case of a triangulated category,
using Milnor limits and Milnor colimits instead of filtered ones, and replacing rcok frs ´
rker frs by the class of the mapping cone rConepfrqs, see Definition 8.3.
Outline of the paper. Section 2 is a reminder of the basics about Grothendieck groups.
In Section 3 we recall the construction of the derived category of a dg-algebra, which we
will use as main example for later, and we fix the conventions (e.g. the differential are of
degree ´1). In Section 4 we explain what we mean by a multigraded category and how
it influences the Grothendieck group. In Section 5 we recall Aparicio-Monforte–Kauers
construction of the ring of formal Laurent series kppx1, . . . , xnqq.
Our contributions start in Section 6 where we extend the notion of locally Krull–Schmidt
category of [17, Appendix] to the non-graded case (Definition 6.6). One of the main results
is:
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Corollary 6.10. Let C be a locally Krull–Schmidt category with collection of pairwise
non-isomorphic indecomposable objects tXiuiPI . If C admits locally finite direct sums of
indecomposable objects, then its split Grothendieck group respects
K‘0 pCq –
ź
iPI
ZrXis.
We also recall the notions of cone bounded, locally finite (c.b.l.f.) direct sums and of
c.b.l. additive category from [17, Appendix] (appearing under the name ‘locally finite’
in the reference). We also recall the notion of c.b.l.f. dimensional k-vector space, which
basically means the graded dimension of the vector space is an element of Zppx1, . . . , xnqq.
In Section 7 we introduce the notion of asymptotic Grothendieck group for abelian
categories. We refine the notion of ‘local Jordan–Ho¨lder category’ from [17, Appendix].
The main difference being that we require in this paper filtered limits and filtered colimits
to be exact (thus derived limits and derived colimits to be zero) in a locally Jordan–Ho¨lder
category (Definition 7.11). Then, based on the results in [17, Appendix], we show the
following:
Theorem 7.20. Let C be a locally Jordan–Ho¨lder category with collection of pariwise non-
isomorphic simple objects tSiuiPI . If C admits locally finite direct sums of tSiuiPI , then
G0pCq –
ź
iPI
ZrSis.
In particular, the asymptotic Grothendieck group of a locally Jordan–Ho¨lder category
is equivalent to the topological one of [17, Appendix]. This allows us to compute the
asymptotic Grothendieck group for certain categories of graded modules. Let R be a c.b.l.f.
dimensional, Zn-graded k-algebra. Consider the category R -mod of Zn-graded R-modules
with degree zero maps, and let R -modlf be the full subcategory of R -mod consisting of
c.b.l.f. dimensional modules.
Proposition 7.48. If R is positive, that is R “
À
gľ0Rg, and R0 is semi-simple, then
R -modlf is strongly c.b.l. Jordan–Ho¨lder.
Corollary 7.49. Let R –
À
iPI Rei be as in Proposition 7.48 and take a collection tejujPJĂI
of non-equivalent idempotents. Then we have
G0pR -modlfq –
à
j
Zppx1, . . . , xnqqrSjs,
with Sj :“ Rej{Rą0ej.
Still in Section 7, we also introduce the notion of a cobaric structure on a Zn-graded
abelian category C (Definition 7.31), inspired by Achar definition [2]. A cobaric structure
is loosely speaking a way to split C in two parts: a positive one Cą0, stable by shifting
the degree up, and a negative one Cĺ0, stable by shifting the degree down, such that any
object X P C is an extension of a negative object Xĺ0 by a positive one Xą0. Given such a
category C with a cobaric structure β, there is a natural notion of topological Grothendieck
group G0pC, βq similar to the one introduced by Achar–Stroppel in [1]. It is given by
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saying that rXs “ rY s P G0pC, βq whenever rpx
gXqĺ0s “ rpx
gY qĺ0s P G0pCq for all g P Z
n,
where xg is the degree shift by g. As hinted by its name, the topological Grothendieck
group comes with a natural topology as in [1]. If pC, βq is nice enough, then we show the
topological Grothendieck group coincides with the asymptotic one:
Proposition 7.47. Let C be a Mittag–Leffler strictly Zn-graded abelian category with a
full, non-degenerate, stable, cone bounded cobaric structure β. There is a surjection
G0pC, βq։ G0pCq,
induced by the identity on G0pCq. If β is locally finite, then it is an isomorphism
G0pC, βq – G0pCq.
In Section 8, we introduce the notion of asymptotic Grothendieck group for a triangulated
category C Ă T where T admits products and coproducts, and these preserve distinguished
triangles. We investigate the case when T is equipped with a t-structure τ . We show that,
when the τ is nice enough, one can compute the asymptotic Grothendieck group of C by
computing the asymptotic Grothendieck group of its heart:
Theorem 8.14. If τ is bounded from below, non-degenerate, full and stable, then
K0pCq – G0pC
♥q.
We also extend the notion of baric structure from [2] to Zn-graded triangulated cate-
gories. Again, it comes with a notion of topological Grothendieck group, somehow general-
izing the one from [1]. As before, when the baric structure is nice enough, the topological
Grothendieck group coincides with the asymptotic one:
Proposition 8.27. Suppose β is a full, non-degenerate, stable, cone bounded baric struc-
ture on C. There is a surjection
K∆0 pC, βq։K
∆
0 pCq,
induced by the identity on K∆0 pCq. If β is locally finite, then it is an isomorphism
K∆0 pC, βq –K
∆
0 pCq.
Finally, we investigate in Section 9 the case of the derived categoryDpA, dq of a Zn-graded
positive dg-algebras pA, dq. We introduce the notion of c.b.l.f. derived category DlfpA, dq
given by the full subcategory of DpA, dq consisting of objects having c.b.l.f. dimensional,
bounded from below homology. Since DpA, dq comes with a canonical t-structure, as a
consequence of Theorem 8.14, we obtain the following:
Corollary 9.2. Let pA, dq be a Zn-graded dg-algebra. If A is positive for the homological
grading and H0pA, dq is locally finite dimensional, then
K∆0 pD
lfpA, dqq – G0pH
0pA, dq -modlfq.
Adding some more hypothesis on pA, dq we introduce the notion of a c.b.l.f. positive dg-
algebra (see Definition 9.3). We show any c.b.l.f. dimensional pA, dq-module admits a cover
by a c.b.l.f. iterated extension (see Definition 8.22) of projective A-modules. This allows
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us to show there is a natural baric structure on DlfpA, dq, such that the corresponding
topological Grothendieck group coincides with the asymptotic one. In addition, we obtain:
Theorem 9.15. There is an isomorphism
K∆0 pD
lfpA, dqq –
à
iPI
Zppx1, . . . , xℓqqrPis,
where the sums are over all distinct, indecomposable relatively projective Pi. Moreover,
K∆0 pD
lfpA, dqq is also freely generated by the classes of distinct simple modules rSis.
Proposition 9.18. Let pA, dq and pA1, d1q be two c.b.l.f. positive dg-algebras. Let B be a
c.b.l.f. dimensional pA1, d1q-pA, dq-bimodule. The derived tensor product functor
F : DlfpA, dq Ñ DlfpA1, d1q, F pXq :“ B bLpA,dq X,
induces a continuous map
rF s : K∆0 pD
lfpA, dqq ÑK∆0 pD
lfpA1, d1qq.
Acknowledgments. The author would like to thank Pedro Vaz for providing comments
and suggestions on a draft of the document. G.N. is a Research Fellow of the Fonds de la
Recherche Scientifique - FNRS, under Grant no. 1.A310.16.
2. Classical Grothendieck groups
We start by recalling classical facts about Grothendieck groups. There are three usual
notions of Grothendieck groups: for additive categories, for abelian categories and for
triangulated categories. However, the recipe is always the same: we start with a pointed,
small category C admitting some structure that comes with a collection of distinguished
triples of objects xX, Y, Zy for some X, Y, Z P C, encoding the fact that Y is built from X
and Z. Then, one constructs the free abelian group F pCq :“
À
XPCrXsZ over the set of
equivalences of objects of C up to isomorphism. The Grothendieck group is
K0pCq :“ F pCq{T pCq,
where
T pCq :“ trY s ´ rXs ´ rZs | xX, Y, Zy is a distinguished tripleu.
The Grothendieck group inherits other properties from the category. Indeed, suppose we
have two categories C and C1, both having distinguished triples, and a functor F : C Ñ C1
that preserves these triples. Then it induces a map
K0pCq
rF s
ÝÝÑ K0pC
1q.
From this, we can start playing around. If the category C has a monoidal structure and
the bifunctor
´b´ : C ˆ C Ñ C
preserves distinguished triples, then the Grothendieck group comes with a ring structure
rXs.rY s :“ rX b Y s.
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Another example of interest for us is when C is Z-graded. In this paper, it means that C
has an auto-equivalence
x1y : C Ñ C
preserving distinguished triples. We write x´1y “ x1y´1 and in general xky “ x1yk for all
k P Z. In that case, the Grothendieck group is a Zrq, q´1s-module with the action of qk
given by
qk ¨ rXs :“ rXxkys.
2.1. Additive categories. The first example of a categories that comes with distinguished
triples are the additive categories, where there is a triple xX, Y, Zy whenever
Y – X ‘ Z.
For this particular case, one calls K‘0 pCq the split Grothendieck group of C.
2.1.1. Krull–Schmidt categories. AKrull–Schmidt category is an additive category in which
every object decomposes as a finite direct sum of objects having local endomorphism rings.
The main property of such a category is that any object X decomposes as a finite direct
sum of indecomposable objects (which coincide with the objects having local endomorphism
rings). Moreover, this decomposition is essentially unique. From this, one easily deduces
the following classical result:
Proposition 2.1. Let C be a Krull–Schmidt category with a collection of pairwise non-
isomorphic indecomposable objects tXiuiPI . The split Grothendieck group of C is a free
Z-module
K‘0 pCq –
à
iPI
ZrXis.
Definition 2.2. A category C is strictly Z-graded if it possesses an auto-equivalence x1y :
C Ñ C such that
Xxky fl X
for all k P Zzt0u and non-zero object X P C. We say that a category is Z-graded Krull–
Schmidt if it is strictly Z-graded and Krull–Schmidt.
We call x1y the grading shift, and we say two objects X and Y are distinct if X fl Y xky
for all k P Z.
Proposition 2.3. Let C be a strictly Z-graded Krull–Schmidt category with collection of
pairwise distinct indecomposable objects tXiuiPI . We have
K‘0 pCq –
à
iPI
Zrq, q´1srXis.
Example 2.4. Let k be a field. Consider the category k -gmod of finite dimensional Z-
graded k-vector spaces, with degree preserving maps. It is a graded Krull–Schmidt category
with a unique indecomposable object, up to grading shift and isomorphism, given by k.
Thus, its split Grothendieck group is
K‘0 pk -gmodq – Zrq, q
´1s.
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If we consider k -gmod with the monoidal structure given by tensor product over k, we get
a categorification of Zrq, q´1s as a ring.
Remark 2.5. It is important to restrict to finite dimensional modules, and in general we
need to avoid categories with all (countably) infinite coproducts. Indeed, otherwise, the
Eilenberg swindle applies:ž
iPN
X – X ‘
ž
iPN
X ñ r
ž
iPN
Xs “ rXs ` r
ž
iPN
Xs,
implying that rXs “ 0 for all X , and thus K0pCq – 0.
2.2. Abelian categories. Another class of categories that comes with distinguished triples
is given by the abelian categories. In this situation, a distinguished triple xX, Y, Zy is a
short exact sequence
0Ñ X ãÑ Y ։ Z Ñ 0.
This generalizes to Quillen exact categories [24]. Since abelian categories are also additive,
we write G0pCq for the Grothendieck group obtained from short exact sequences, so that we
do not mistake it with the split Grothendieck group K‘0 pCq (which is in general different).
2.2.1. Jordan–Ho¨lder. If C is a finite length abelian category, then by the classical Jordan–
Ho¨lder theorem every object admits an essentially unique finite composition series. More-
over, if
0 “ Xm`1 Ă Xm Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă X1 Ă X0 “ X,
is a finite filtration of X then
rXs “
mÿ
r“0
rXr{Xr`1s,
in G0pCq. Therefore, we get the following well-known result:
Proposition 2.6. Let C be a finite length category with collection of pairwise non-isomorphic
simple objects tSiuiPI . Then its Grothendieck group is
G0pCq –
à
iPI
ZrSis.
The result also holds in the graded case.
Proposition 2.7. Let C be a strictly Z-graded, finite length category with collection of
pairwise distinct simple objects tSiuiPI . Then its Grothendieck group is
G0pCq –
à
iPI
Zrq, q´1srSis.
Example 2.8. In k -gmod, there is a unique simple object up to grading shift and isomor-
phism, given by k. Therefore
G0pk -gmodq – Zrq, q
´1s.
In this particular case, it can be viewed also as a consequence of Example 2.4 since every
short exact sequence in k -gmod splits, and both Grothendieck group coincide.
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2.3. Triangulated categories. The third class of categories we are interested in is given
by triangulated categories [27]. A triangulated category is the datum of an additive cat-
egory C, an automorphism r1s : C Ñ C called the translation functor and a class of
distinguished triangles :
X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ Xr1s,
respecting some axioms (see below). In this situation, one calls Y an extension of X by Z.
In particular C comes equipped with a Z-action such that r1s ˝ r´1s “ Id “ r´1s ˝ r1s.
2.3.1. Axiomatic. Here is the (redundant) list of axioms a triangulated category must
respect:
(1) every diagram X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ Xr1s isomorphic to a distinguished triangle is itself
a distinguished triangle ;
(2) the diagram X
IdXÝÝÑ X Ñ 0Ñ Xr1s is a distinguished triangle ;
(3) for each map X
f
ÝÑ Y there is a mapping cone Conepfq fitting in a distinguished
triangle
X
f
ÝÑ Y Ñ Conepfq Ñ Xr1s,
(4) a diagram X
f
ÝÑ Y
g
ÝÑ Z
h
ÝÑ Xr1s is a distinguished triangle if and only if
Y
g
ÝÑ Z
h
ÝÑ Xr1s
´fr1s
ÝÝÝÑ Y r1s
is also a distinguished triangle ;
(5) given a commutative diagram
X Y
X 1 Y 1
f
α β
f 1
and two distinguished triangles X
f
ÝÑ Y
g
ÝÑ Z
h
ÝÑ Xr1s and X 1
f 1
ÝÑ Y 1
g1
ÝÑ Z 1
h1
ÝÑ
X 1r1s then there is a (non-unique) map Z
γ
ÝÑ Z 1 such that the following diagram
commutes:
X Y Z Xr1s
X 1 Y 1 Z 1 X 1r1s
f
α
g
β
h
Dγ αr1s
f 1 g1 h1
(6) given three distinguished triangles
X Y Y {X Xr1s,
Y Z Z{Y Y r1s,
X Z Z{X Xr1s,
f
g
g˝f
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then there is a distinguished triangle
Y {X Ñ Z{X Ñ Z{Y Ñ pY {Xqr1s,
such that the following diagram commutes:
X Z Z{Y pY {Xqr1s
Y Z{X Y r1s
Y {X Xr1s
By definition, triangulated categories come with distinguished triples given by the dis-
tinguished triangles. This defines the triangulated Grothendieck group K∆0 pCq. One of
the nice properties of the triangulated Grothendieck group is that the second and fourth
axioms of triangulated categories imply that
X Ñ 0Ñ Xr1s Ñ Xr1s
is a distinguished triangle. Therefore, in K∆0 pCq we have
0 “ rXs ` rXr1ss,
implying that the translation functor descends as the multiplication by ´1.
3. Derived categories
One way of producing triangulated structures is by looking at homotopy categories or
derived categories. We will consider triangulated categories obtained from dg-algebras.
For this, we will mainly follow [10] (see also [7]) and borrow some ideas and notations
from [23]. A good survey for dg-categories is [11].
3.1. Dg-algebras.
Definition 3.1. A dg-(k-)algebra pA, dq is a unital, Z-graded k-algebra A “
À
iPZAi with
a differential d : Ai Ñ Ai´1 of degree ´1 such that d
2 “ 0 and
dpabq “ dpaqb` p´1qdegpaqadpbq,
for all homogeneous elements a, b P A.
Remark 3.2. In opposite to [10], we consider differentials of degree ´1 instead of `1 to
keep with the conventions of [17]. This will impact many definitions for the remaining of
the paper.
Definition 3.3. A (left) dg-module pM, dMq over a dg-algebra pA, dq is the datum of a
graded (left) A-module M “
À
iPZMi and a differential dM such that d
2
M “ 0 and
dMpa ¨mq “ dApaq ¨m` p´1q
degpaqa ¨ dMpmq,
for all homogeneous elements a P A and m P M . A morphism of dg-modules is a map of
graded modules that preserves the gradings and commutes with the differentials. There
are similar obvious definitions for right dg-modules and dg-bimodules.
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Given a dg-algebra pA, dq we can construct its homology
HpA, dq :“
ker d
im d
,
which is a Z-graded algebra. Similarly, one can construct the homology HpM, dq of an
pA, dq-module, and it is a graded HpA, dq-module. As usual in homological algebra, a
morphism of dg-modules induces a morphism of graded modules in homology, and a short
exact sequence of dg-modules gives rise to a long exact sequence in homology. Moreover,
one says that a map f : X Ñ Y is a quasi-isomorphism if it induces an isomorphism
in homology f˚ : HpXq
»
ÝÑ HpY q. A dg-algebra is formal if it is quasi-isomorphic to its
homology equipped with a trivial differential.
The category pA, dq -mod of (left) dg-modules over a dg-algebra pA, dq is a Z-graded
abelian category with r1s acting by:
‚ shifting the degree of all elements up by 1 ;
‚ switching the sign of the differential dMr1s :“ ´dM ;
‚ introducing a sign in the action r ¨mr1s :“ p´1qdeg rpr ¨mqr1s.
Remark 3.4. If we consider right dg-modules instead, then the translation functor does
not change the sign in the action. In the case of dg-bimodules, it only twists the left-action.
Let f : pX, dXq Ñ pY, dY q be a morphism of dg-modules. Then one construct the
mapping cone over f as
Conepfq :“ pXr1s ‘ Y, dCq, dC :“
ˆ
´dX 0
f dY
˙
.(7)
It is an pA, dq-module and it fits in a short exact sequence
0Ñ Y ãÑ Conepfq։ Xr1s Ñ 0.
3.2. Derived category. Given two dg-modules X, Y P pA, dq -mod, the graded enriched
hom-space is
HOMA -modpX, Y q :“
à
iPZ
HomA -modpX, Y risq.
It is a graded space with f : X Ñ Y ris having degree ´i. It can upgraded to a dg-hom
space pHOMA -modpX, Y q, dq with differential given by
dpfq “ dY ˝ f ´ p´1q
degpfqf ˝ dX .
Then, we consider the dg-category of pA, dq-module, written pA, dq -dgmod, where the
objects are the same as in pA, dq -mod and the hom-spaces are the dg-hom spaces
HompA,dq -dgmodpX, Y q :“ pHOMA -modpX, Y q, dq.
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Let Z0ppA, dq -dgmodq and H0ppA, dq -dgmodq be the categories with the same objects as
pA, dq -dgmod but with hom-spaces being
HomZ0ppA,dq -dgmodqpX, Y q :“ kerpHomApX, Y r0sq
d
ÝÑ HomApX, Y r1sqq,
HomH0ppA,dq -dgmodqpX, Y q :“
kerpHomApX, Y r0sq
d
ÝÑ HomApX, Y r1sqq
impHomApX, Y r´1sq
d
ÝÑ HomApX, Y r0sqq
.
Note that Z0ppA, dq -dgmodq is naturally equivalent to pA, dq -mod.
One calls H0ppA, dq -dgmodq the homotopy category of pA, dq. It is a triangulated cat-
egory with translation functor given by r1s defined as in pA, dq -mod. The distinguished
triangles are isomorphic to triangles X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ Xr1s obtained from short exact
sequences X Ñ Y Ñ Z in Z0ppA, dq -dgmodq that splits in A -mod. Mapping cones are
constructed as in (7).
The derived category DpA, dq of pA, dq -dgmod is given by localizing the homotopy
category H0ppA, dq -dgmodq along quasi-isomorphisms. It inherits a triangulated struc-
ture from the homotopy category, with the difference that any short exact sequences in
Z0ppA, dq -dgmodq gives rise to a distinguished triangle in DpA, dq.
It is in general a hard problem to compute the hom-spaces in the derived category, except
for a specific class of objects.
Definition 3.5. An pA, dq-module X is a relatively projective module if it is a direct
summand of a free module in pA, dq -mod.
Definition 3.6. An pA, dq-module Y satisfies property (P) if there is an exhaustive filtra-
tion of pA, dq-modules
0 “ F0 Ă F1 Ă F2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Fr Ă Fr`1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Y,
such that each Fr`1{Fr is isomorphic to a relatively projective module.
Definition 3.7. An pA, dq-direct summand of a property (P) module is called cofibrant.
For P cofibrant and any Y P pA, dq -mod, one has
HomDpA,dqpP, Y q – HomH0ppA,dq -dgmodqpP, Y q.
Moreover, HomH0ppA,dq -dgmodqpP, Y q can be computed as HompA,dq -modpP, Y q{ „ where f „ g
if there exists a morphism h : P Ñ Y r1s such that
f ´ g “ dphq “ dY ˝ h` h ˝ dP .
Fortunately, there is enough cofibrant modules thanks to following result:
Proposition 3.8 ([10, §3.1]). For any pA, dq-module X there is an pA, dq-module satisfying
property (P), denoted ppXq, with a surjective quasi-isomorphism
ppXq։ X.
One calls ppXq the bar resolution of X, and the assignment X Ñ ppXq is functorial.
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This allows the construction of a derived hom functor for each X P pA, dq -mod as
RHOMp´, Xq : DpA, dq Ñ Dpk, 0q, RHOMpY,Xq :“ pHOMpppY q, Xq, dq.
There is a similar definition for RHOMpX,´q with
RHOMpX, Y q “ pHOMpppXq, Y q, dq.
In that case, ifX carries the structure of an pA, dq-pB, dq-bimodule, then it can be upgraded
into a functor
RHOMpX,´q : DpA, dq Ñ DpB, dq.
Moreover, whenever X is cofibrant as pA, dq-module, then it is exact in the sense that
it preserves distinguished triangles (and commutes with the translation functors). The
derived hom-functor admits a left adjoint functor called derived tensor product functor
X bLpB,dq ´ : DpB, dq Ñ DpA, dq, X b
L
pB,dq Y :“ X bpB,dq p pY q,
where p pY q is the bar resolution of Y in pB, dq -mod. It is an exact functor whenever X
is cofibrant as (right) pB, dq-module.
3.3. Back to Grothendieck groups. In order to avoid the Eilenberg swindle (cf. Re-
mark 2.5), one usually restricts to a subcategory of the derived category. In this setting,
as explained in [23] for example, there is a special class of objects that play the role of
finitely generated objects.
Definition 3.9. An object X in a category with (infinite) coproducts is called compact if
for any family of objects tNiuiPI then the natural mapž
iPI
HompM,Niq
»
ÝÑ HompM,
ž
iPI
Niq
is an isomorphism.
The compact derived category is the full subcategory DcpA, dq Ă DpA, dq given by objects
quasi-isomorphic to compact objects. It is a triangulated (thanks to the five lemma),
idempotent complete subcategory of DpA, dq. Hopefully, in the setting of dg-categories,
DpA, dq is compactly generated (see [19, 20, 25]) by the free module pA, dq and all its
shifts Arrs, r P Z. Equivalently, it is compactly generated by finitely generated, relatively
projective modules. Therefore, we can obtain all compact objects as direct summands of
finite iterated extensions of the compact generators. For this reason, as in [23], we define
the following:
Definition 3.10. A finite cell module is an pA, dq-module satisfying property (P) and
being finitely generated as A-module.
Thus finite cell modules are modules that admit finite filtrations in pA, dq -mod where
each composition factor is a finitely generated, relatively projective module. In particular,
any compact object is isomorphic to a direct summand of a finite cell module. We say that
a collection tKiuiPI is a minimal compact generating set of C if
‚ the collection tKirnsuiPI,nPZ compactly generates C ;
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‚ Ki cannot be obtain as a direct summand of an iterated extension of objects in
tKjrnsujPIztiu,nPZ.
Note that the second condition implies in particular that Ki is distinct from Kj with
respect to r1s for all i ‰ j. Then we obviously have the following result:
Proposition 3.11. Let Cc be the compact subcategory of a compactly generated triangulated
category C with minimal compact generating set tKiuiPI . Then its triangulated Grothendieck
group respects
K∆0 pC
cq –
à
iPI
ZrKis.
Note that it is in general a non-trivial problem to determine whether a set of compact
generators is a minimal compact generating one or not.
Example 3.12. The triangulated Grothendieck group of pk, 0q is given by
K∆0 pD
cpk, 0qq – Z,
with minimal compact generating collection given by tpk, 0qu.
4. Multigradings
We say that a category C is Zn-(multi)graded if there is a collection of auto-equivalences
x1yi for 1 ď i ď n, strictly commuting with each others. If C is triangulated, then we say it
is a Zn- graded triangulated categories if x1yi strictly commutes with the translation functor
r1s for each i (making it a Zn`1-graded category), and x1yi preserves distinguished triangles.
The Grothendieck groups of a Zn-graded category is a Zrx˘11 , . . . , x
˘1
n s-module. In order to
simplify notations, we write a shift in the Zn-multigrading as xg for g “ pg1, . . . , gnq P Z
n,
or as monomial xg11 ¨ ¨ ¨x
gn
n P Zrx
˘1
1 , . . . , x
˘1
n s, so that we have
xgX :“ xg11 ¨ ¨ ¨x
gn
n X :“ Xxg1y ¨ ¨ ¨ xgny,
which is well defined since the shifts strictly commute with each others. We keep the
notation r1s for the shift in the homological grading. We say that C is strictly Zn-graded
if it is Zn graded and if
xgX fl X
for all x P Znzt0u, and non-zero object X P C.
Remark 4.1. Note that a category admitting arbitrary coproducts cannot be strictly
Zn-graded.
A Zn-graded dg-structure is a structure that is both Zn-graded and dg, and with the
differential preserving the Zn-grading. In particular, a Zn-graded dg-algebra pA, dq decom-
poses as vector space as a direct sum
A –
à
pg,hqPZn‘Z
Ahg,
and the multiplication and differential respect
Ahg ¨A
h1
g1 Ă A
h`h1
g`g1 , dpA
h
gq Ă A
h´1
g .
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Everything said in Section 2.3 generalizes to multigraded dg-structures. In this case,
we let pA, dq -mod to be the abelian category of Zn-graded dg-modules with maps that
preserve all gradings. Note that in this context the enriched graded hom-spaces are given
by
HOMA -modpX, Y q :“
à
ph,gqPZ‘Zn
HomA -modpX, x
gY rhsq,
where a map f : X Ñ xgY rhs has degree p´h,´gq.
Example 4.2. We consider pk, 0q as a Zn-graded dg-algebra concentrated in degree 0.
Then its derived category is Zn-graded triangulated. Its triangulated Grothendieck group
is given by
K∆0 pD
cpk, 0qq – Zrx˘11 , . . . , x
˘1
n s.
5. Ring of formal Laurent series
We follow the description given in [3]. We choose an arbitrary additive total order ă on
Z
n. That is, a ă b implies a` c ă b` c, for every a, b, c P Zn.
Definition 5.1. A cone is a subset C Ă Rn such that
C “ tα1v1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αnvn|αi P Rě0u,
for some generating elements v1, . . . , vn P Z
n. Moreover C is compatible with the order ă
if 0 ă vi for all i P t1, . . . , nu.
Remark 5.2. An important fact to note here is that given a cone C compatible with ă,
then we can write C X Zn “ t0 “ c0, c1, c2, . . . u with ci ă ci`1 for all i P N. In particular
given an element z P C X Zn, then there is only finitely many c ă z in C X Zn.
Let k be a unital, commutative ring. Recall that for k “ pk1, . . . , knq P Z
n we write
xk :“ xk11 . . . x
kn
n . Let C Ă R
n be a cone compatible with ă and define
kCJx1, . . . , xnK :“
# ÿ
kPZn
akx
k|ak P k, ak “ 0 if k R C
+
.
Proposition 5.3 ([3, Theorem 10]). The set kCJx1, . . . , xnK together with the point-wise
addition and usual multiplication forms a unital, commutative ring.
Moreover, for fpxq P kCJx1, . . . , xnK with fp0q “ a0 P k
ˆ invertible, then there exists
f´1pxq P kCJx1, . . . , xnK such that fpxqf
´1pxq “ 1.
Definition 5.4 ([3, Definition 14]). We put
kăJx1, . . . , xnK :“
ď
C
kCJx1, . . . , xnK,
where the union is over all cones compatible with ă. The ring of formal Laurent series is
kăppx1, . . . , xnqq :“
ď
ePZn
xekăJx1, . . . , xnK.
Theorem 5.5 ([3, Theorem 15]). The set kăppx1, . . . , xnqq together with the usual addition
and multiplication forms a ring. Whenever k is a field, then kăppx1, . . . , xnqq is a field.
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5.1. Topological structure on the ring of Laurent series. The ring of formal Laurent
series kăppx1, . . . , xnqq comes with a natural topology, which we refer as px1, . . . , xnq-adic
topology. It is defined by using
(8) tVe :“ x
e
kăJx1, . . . , xnKuePZn ,
as neighborhood basis of zero, extending so that kăppx1, . . . , xnqq becomes a topological
group. Note that Ve Ă Vf whenever e ą f .
Remark 5.6. We would like to point out that the subgroup Ve is not an ideal of the ring
kăppx1, . . . , xnqq, and thus the px1, . . . , xnq-adic topology is not an ‘adic topology’ in the
proper sense.
Proposition 5.7. The ring of formal Laurent series kăppx1, . . . , xnqq equipped with the
px1, . . . , xnq-adic topology is a Hausdorff topological ring. If k is a field, then kăppx1, . . . , xnqq
is a topological field.
Proof. We recall that a subset U Ă kăppx1, . . . , xnqq is open if and only if for each fpxq P U
there exists a neighborhood Ve such that fpxq ` Ve Ă U . We only need to show that the
multiplication map is continuous. Therefore we want to show that
U :“ tpfpxq, gpxqq|fpxqgpxq P Veu,
for any e P Zn fixed is open. We take any pfpxq, gpxqq P U . It means we can find f and g
such that fpxq P Vf and gpxq P Vg with f ` g ľ e. Then we put r “ maxte, e ´ fu and
s “ maxte, e´ gu so that
pfpxq, gpxqq ` pVs, Vrq Ă U.
This shows kăppx1, . . . , xnqq is a topological ring.
Moreover, we clearly have č
ePZn
xekăJx1, . . . , xnK “ t0u,
and thus, the px1, . . . , xnq-adic topology is Hausdorff.
If k is a field, then we write U :“ tfpxq|f´1pxq P Veu. We have fpxq P U if and only if
fpxq “ xfhpxq for some hpxq such that hp0q ‰ 0, and f ĺ ´e. Then we obtain
fpxq ` Vf Ă U,
which concludes the proof. 
6. C.b.l. additive categories
We review and extend the notions presented in [17, A.1].
If C is a category admitting the zero morphisms (e.g. a preadditive category) and
Yj
ıj
ÝÑ
š
i Yi is a coproduct in C, then there is a unique maps pj :
š
i Yi Ñ Yj given by
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universal property of the coproduct making the diagram
(9)
Yk
š
i Yi
Yj
ık
δjk
D!pj
commutes for all j, k. Then, by universal property of the product
ś
iHomp´, Yiq
πj
ÝÑ
Homp´, Yjq, we get in turns a map r : Homp´,
š
i Yiq Ñ
ś
iHomp´, Yiq making the
diagram
(10)
Homp´,
š
i Yiq
ś
iHomp´, Yiq Homp´, Yjq
D!r
pj˝´
πj
commutes for all j.
Definition 6.1. We say that a coproduct
š
i Yi in a category with the zero morphisms is
a biproduct if the natural transformation
Homp´,
ž
i
Yiq
r
ÝÑ
ź
i
Homp´, Yiq
is an isomorphism. In that case we write it with a
À
symbol.
Proposition 6.2. Let C be a category admitting the zero morphisms. If
š
i Yi is a biprod-
uct, then it is a product as well. Moreover, if pj :
š
i Yi Ñ Yj and ıj : Yi Ñ
š
i Yi are the
projection and injection maps respectively, then
ś
jpıj ˝ pjq “ Id.
Proof. Let Z
fiÝÑ Yi be a collection of arrows in C. Consider the maps pj :
š
i Yi Ñ Yj
as in (9), and the maps r : Homp´,
š
i Yiq
r
ÝÑ
ś
iHomp´, Yiq and πj :
ś
iHomp´, Yiq Ñ
Homp´, Yjq as in (10). Then we obtain pj˝r
´1p
ś
i fiq “ πjp
ś
i fiq “ fj, and by consequence
we get a commutative diagram
Z
š
i Yi Yj .
r´1p
ś
fiq
fj
pj
This means
š
i Yi is a product with projection maps given by pj . The second claim follows
by universal property of the product. 
Remark 6.3. The reciprocal of Proposition 6.2 is also true: if the maps pj turn a coproductš
Yi into a product, then it is a biproduct. This follows directly from the fact that in
general Homp´,
ś
iXiq –
ś
iHomp´, Xiq.
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Remark 6.4. In order to avoid confusion, we only use the symbol
À
for (potentially
infinite) biproducts, and we usually refer to them as direct sums (not to be confused with
coproducts).
6.1. Locally Krull–Schmidt categories.
Definition 6.5. Let tXiuiPI be a collection of objects in some category C. We say that a
direct sum is a locally finite direct sum of tXiuiPI if it takes the form
M :“
à
iPI
X‘nii ,
for some tni P NuiPI . We call ni the multiplicity of Xi in M .
Definition 6.6. We say that an additive category C is locally Krull–Schmidt if every
object decomposes into a locally finite direct sum of (non-isomorphic) compact objects
having local endomorphism ring.
Clearly, a locally Krull–Schmidt category is idempotent complete. Moreover, as it turns
out, the compactness condition allows us to mimic the classical proof (see for example [28,
Theorem 1]) of the Krull–Schmidt property in a Krull–Schmidt category: that is every
object decomposes into an essentially unique direct sum of indecomposable objects. For
this, we will need the following lemma:
Lemma 6.7 ([4, Lemma 3.3]). Let A,B,C be objects in an additive category such that
A‘B A‘ C„
f“
¨
˝fAA fAB
fCA fCB
˛
‚
is an isomorphism. If A has a local endormorphism ring and fAA is invertible, then B – C.
Theorem 6.8. Consider an isomorphism between two locally finite direct sums in a locally
Krull–Schmidt category à
iPI
X‘nii –
à
jPJ
Y
‘mj
j
where each Xi, Xi1 (resp. Yj, Yj1) are pairwise non-isomorphic indecomposable objects.
There is a bijection σ : I Ñ J such that Xi – Yσpiq, and ni “ mσpiq.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as in [17, Theorem A.10]. 
Corollary 6.9. A locally Krull–Schmidt category possesses the cancelation property: for
each triple A,B,C such that A ‘B – A‘ C then B – C.
Let X be an indecomposable object in a locally Krull–Schmidt category C. We write
X˚ : K0pCq Ñ N,
where X˚pMq counts the multiplicity of X in M . We obtain the following result:
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Corollary 6.10. Let C be a locally Krull–Schmidt category with collection of pairwise
non-isomorphic indecomposable objects tXiuiPI . If C admits locally finite direct sums of
indecomposable objects, then its split Grothendieck group respects
K‘0 pCq –
ź
iPI
ZrXis,
where rMs “
ř
iPI X
˚
i pMqrXis for all M P C.
Definition 6.11. Let C, C1 be two locally Krull–Schmudt categories with collections of
distinct indecomposable objects tXiuiPI and tX
1
jujPJ respectively. We say that a functor
F : C Ñ C1 is locally finite if for all M P C and j P J there exists a finite subset IM,j Ă I
such that
X˚i pMqX
1
j
˚
pFXiq “ 0,
for all i R IM,j.
Proposition 6.12. Let F : C Ñ C1 be an additive locally finite functor between two locally
Krull–Schmidt categories. The induced map rF s : K0pCq Ñ K0pC
1q respectsÿ
iPI
nirXis ÞÑ
ÿ
iPI
ÿ
jPJ
niX
1
j
˚
pFXiqrX
1
js.
Proof. We want to show that for any
M –
à
iPI
X‘nii ,
then ÿ
jPJ
X 1jpFMqrXjs “
ÿ
iPI
ÿ
jPJ
X˚i pMqX
1
j
˚
pXiqrX
1
js P K0pC
1q.
We take M 1 and M2 :“
À
iPIX,j
X‘nii such that
M –M 1 ‘M2.
Thus X˚i pM
1q “ 0 for all i P IM,j. Then, because IM,j is finite and F additive we obtain
X 1j
˚
pFMq “ X 1j
˚
pFM 1q `
ÿ
iPIX,j
X 1j
˚
pFXiq
‘ni.
Because F is additive, we have IM 1,j Ă IM,j and thus IM 1,j “ H, and X
1
j
˚pFM 1q “ 0.
Moreover, we have ÿ
iPIX,j
X 1j
˚
pFXiq
‘ni “
ÿ
i
X˚i pMqX
1
j
˚
pFXiq,
which concludes the proof. 
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6.2. C.b.l. Krull–Schmidt categories.
Definition 6.13. Let tX1, . . . , Xmu be a finite collection of objects in a stricly Z
n-graded
category. Then we consider a coproduct of the formž
gPZn
xgpX
‘k1,g
1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘X
‘km,g
m q,
with each kj,g P N. We call such coproducts graded locally finite. We call it c.b.l.f. (cone
bounded, locally finite) if in addition, there exists a cone C compatible with ă, and e P Zn
such that we have kj,g “ 0 whenever g ´ e R C.
One of the nice properties of c.b.l.f. coproducts is that taking a c.b.l.f. coproduct of
c.b.l.f. coproducts yields again a c.b.l.f. coproduct.
Definition 6.14. An Ab-enriched, strictly Zn-graded category admitting all c.b.l.f. co-
products is called c.b.l. additive if all its c.b.l.f. coproducts are biproducts. In that case,
we write c.b.l.f. coproducts with a
À
sign, and refer to them as c.b.l.f. direct sums.
Because a c.b.l. additive category C admits c.b.l.f. direct sums, its Grothendieck groups
K0pCq is naturally a Zppx1, . . . , xnqq-module with the action of
ř
gPC agx
e`g P Zppx1, . . . , xnqq
being
(11)
ÿ
gPC
agx
e`grXs :“ r
à
gPC
xg`eX‘ag s.
Note that when we write g P C in this context, we implicitly suppose we are considering
g P C X Zn and C compatible with ă. We will abuse of this notation whenever it is clear
from the context.
Definition 6.15. We say a that a c.b.l. additive category C is c.b.l. Krull–Schmidt if every
object decomposes into a c.b.l.f. direct sum of compact objects having local endormophism
rings.
Note that in particular a c.b.l. Krull–Schmidt category is locally Krull–Schmidt. From
a restriction of Theorem 6.8, we easily obtain the following, which is a “c.b.l.f. version” of
Proposition 2.3.
Proposition 6.16. Let C be a c.b.l. Krull–Schmidt category with collection of pairwise
distinct indecomposable objects tXiuiPI . Then its split Grothendieck group respects
K‘0 pCq –
à
iPI
Zppx1, . . . , xnqqrXis.
Consider a c.b.l. Krull–Schmidt category C with collection of pairwise distinct indecom-
posable objects tXiuiPI . We define
Ke :“
à
iPI
VerXis,
for each e P Zn and where Ve Ă Zppx1, . . . , xnqq is as in (8). Then we endow K
‘
0 pCq with a
topology by using tKeuePZn as basis of neighborhood of zero. We also refer to this topology
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as the px1, . . . , xnq-adic topology. Note that the choice of Xi does not matter for defining
the topology.
Proposition 6.17. The split Grothendieck group K‘0 pCq of a c.b.l. Krull–Schmidt cate-
gory C endowed with the px1, . . . , xnq-adic topology is a Hausdorff topological module over
Zppx1, . . . , xnqq.
Proof. It follows from similar arguments as in the proof of Proposition 5.7. We leave the
details to the reader. 
We also obtain the following nice property:
Proposition 6.18. Let F : C Ñ C1 be a Zn-graded, additive functor between c.b.l. Krull–
Schmidt categories. Then it induces a continuous map
K‘0 pCq
rF s
ÝÝÑ K‘0 pC
1q.
Proof. Let tXiuiPI and tX
1
jujPJ be two collections of indecomposables for C and C
1 respec-
tively. We want to show that F is locally finite so that we can apply Proposition 6.12.
Since M decomposes as a c.b.l.f. direct sum of tXiuiPI , we can extract a finite subset
IM Ă I such that x
gX˚i pMq “ 0 for all g P Z
n and i R IM . Similarly, we take I
1
FM Ă I
1
such that xgX 1i
˚pFMq “ 0 for all g P Zn and i R I 1FM . Fix i
1 P I 1FM , g
1 P Zn and i P IM .
Consider the subset Z P Zn such that
xgX˚i pMqx
g1X 1j
˚
pF pxgXiqq ‰ 0,
for all g P Z. Since F preserves the Zn-grading, we obtain
xg
1
X 1j
˚
pF pxgXiqq “ x
g1´gX 1j
˚
pFXiq.
For g ! 0, we have xgX˚i pMq “ 0 since M is cone bounded. Similarly for g
1 ´ g ! 0, we
have xg
1´gX 1j
˚pFXiq “ 0. Thus, Z is finite. 
6.2.1. An example with modules. Here k is a field. We say that a Zn-graded k-vector space
M “
À
gPZn Mg is c.b.l.f. dimensional if dimMg ă 8 for all g, and if there exists a cone
CM compatible with ă, and e P Z
n, such that Mg “ 0 whenever g ´ e R CM . We call
such CM a bounding cone of M and e is the minimal degree of M . Note that M is c.b.l.f.
dimensional if and only if
gdimpMq :“
ÿ
gPZn
dimpMgqx
g P xeZCM Jx1, . . . , xnK Ă Zppx1, . . . , xnqq,
for some e P Zn and CM compatible with ă. Similarly, a Z
n-graded R-module M is c.b.l.f.
generated (cone bounded, locally finitely generated) if there is a collection of homogeneous
elements txiuiPI Ă M generating M “
ř
iPI Rxi such that dg :“ #txi| degpxiq “ gu ă 8
and dg “ 0 whenever g ´ e R CM .
Let R be a c.b.l.f. dimensional, Zn-graded k-algebra. Consider the category R -mod
of Zn-graded R-modules with degree zero maps. Let R -modlf be the full subcategory of
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R -mod consisting of c.b.l.f. dimensional modules. Similarly, R -pmodlfg is the full subcat-
egory of c.b.l.f. generated, projective R-modules. There are embeddings of categories:
R -pmodlfg Ă R -modlf Ă R -mod .
Proposition 6.19. Both R -pmodlfg and R -modlf are c.b.l. additive categories. In addi-
tion, R -pmodlfg is c.b.l. Krull–Schmidt.
Proof. They clearly both have all c.b.l.f. coproducts. For the first claim, we can suppose
without loosing generality that we are in R -modlf . Let
M “
à
gPZn
xg
´
X
‘k1,g
1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘X
‘km,g
m
¯
be a c.b.l.f. coproduct. We will show it is a biproduct in R -modlf (and actually even in
R -mod). Let Z be an object in R -modlf with arrows fi,g : Z Ñ x
gX
‘ki,g
i . If the number
of non-zero arrows is finite, then we are in the classical case of additive categories and
we are done. Therefore, we suppose that for each g there is g1 ą g and i1 such that
fi1,g1 ‰ 0. Choose any homogeneous element z P Z. We claim that for almost all pi, gq
then fi,gpzq “ 0. Indeed, suppose that it does not hold. Then for each g we can find
0 ‰ fi1,g1pzq P Xi1 with g
1
ą g. But degpfi1,g1pzqq “ degpzq ´ g
1 which is a contradiction
since Xi1 is cone bounded. Therefore,
ś
pi,gq fi,g defines a map Z Ñ
š
i Yi, and we get a
bijection
HompZ,
ž
i
Yiq
–
ÝÑ
ź
i
HompZ, Yiq.
Since Z is arbitrary, this concludes the proof of the first claim.
For the second claim, we only need to show that endomorphism rings of indecompos-
able modules are local. Let P :“ Re be an indecomposable projective module given by
projection by a primitive idempotent e P R. Then EndpP q “ R0e is an indecomposable,
finite-dimensional R0-module. Take f P R0e. By Fitting’s lemma, f is either e or 0, and
therefore either f or f ´ e is invertible, implying that EndpP q is local. Moreover, since R0
is finite-dimensional, there is only finitely many distinct indecomposable objects. 
Corollary 6.20. Let R be as above. We extract from the collection of primitive idempotents
teiuiPI a sub-collection tejujPJĂI Ă teiuiPI of non-equivalent idempotents. Then we obtain
K‘0 pR -pmodlfgq –
à
jPJ
Zppx1, . . . , xnqqrRejs.
Remark 6.21. In general, one can construct products in a category of graded modules
by taking the direct sum of the products degree-wise. More precisely, let tMiuiPI be a
collection of Zn-graded R-modules then we takeź
iPI
Mi :“
à
gPZn
ź
iPI
pMiqg.
If we take a c.b.l.f. product of c.b.l.f. modules, then each homogeneous part of the product
is a finite product. In particular, the product coincides with the coproduct, as expected.
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7. Asymptotic Grothendieck group for abelian categories
We refine the notions presented in [17, A.2].
Let C be an abelian category C and suppose there is a chain of arrows
X “ F0
f0ÝÑ F1
f1ÝÑ F2
f2ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
fmÝÑ Fm`1 “ Y.
For each fi there is an exact sequence
0Ñ ker fi Ñ Fi
fiÝÑ Fi`1 Ñ cok fi Ñ 0,
so that in G0pCq we obtain
rFi`1s ´ rFis “ rcok fis ´ rker fis,
and thus
rY s ´ rXs “
mÿ
i“0
rcok fis ´ rker fis.
We would like to take this phenomenon to the limit. For example, if there is an object
Y P C admitting a filtration
X Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Fr Ă Fr´1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă F1 Ă F0 “ Y,
with X – limÐÝiXi, then we would like to have rY s “ rXs `
ř
rě0rFr{Fr`1s. However, the
usual notion of Grothendieck group does not allow to have such equalities, thus we need
to take a quotient of it. Before doing so, let us introduce the notationÿ
iPI
rXis :“ r
à
iPI
Xis P G0pCq
whenever
À
iPI Xi P C. We use this notation distributively with respect to the addition
and subtraction in G0pCq.
7.1. Derived limits and colimits. Recall the filtered limit
X :“ lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨
f1ÝÑ X1
f0ÝÑ X0
˘
,
is the universal object in C with canonical maps ır : X Ñ Xr such that
Xr`1 Xr
X
fr
ır`1ır
commutes for all r ě 0. The filtered colimit is the dual. In general, filtereted limits (resp.
filtered colimits) only preserve kernels (resp. cokernels). Recall Grothendieck axiom’s for
an abelian category A:
‚ A is AB3 (resp. AB3*) if it admits arbitrary coproducts (resp. products) ;
‚ A is AB4 (resp. AB4*) if it is AB3 (resp. AB3*) and coproducts (resp. products)
preserve short exact sequences ;
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‚ A is AB5 (resp. AB5*) if it is AB3 (resp. AB3*) and filtered colimits (resp. limits)
preserve short exact sequences.
In an AB3* category, one can construct the filtered limit
X :“ lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨X2
f1ÝÑ X1
f0ÝÑ X0
˘
,
as the kernel fitting in the exact sequence
(12) 0Ñ X Ñ
ź
rě0
Xr
1´f‚ÝÝÝÑ
ź
rě0
Xr Ñ X˜ Ñ 0,
where
1´ f‚ :“
¨
˚˝˚1 ´f0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨0 1 ´f1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
0 0 1 ´f2 ¨ ¨ ¨
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
˛
‹‹‚
The cokernel X˜ , called derived limit, is usually non zero. Yet, whenever A is AB4* and
X˜ “ 0, then the filtered limit preserve cokernels. More precisely, given a short exact
sequence of filtered limits
0Ñ X‚ Ñ Y‚ Ñ Z‚ Ñ 0,
then one obtains a long exact sequence by the snake lemma
0 X Y Z
X˜ Y˜ Z˜ 0.
Therefore, there is a short exact sequence 0Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0 whenever X˜ “ 0.
Dually, if the category is AB3, one obtains the filtered colimit
Y :“ colim
`
Y0
g0ÝÑ Y1
g1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
as the cokernel in the short exact sequence
0Ñ Y˜ Ñ
ž
rě0
Yr
1´g‚ÝÝÝÑ
ž
rě0
Yr Ñ Y Ñ 0.
The colimit preserves kernels whenever the derived colimit colim1 :“ Y˜ is zero and A is
AB4.
In a category of abelian groups, then colim1 is always zero, and filtered colimits commute
with kernels (it is actually AB5). There exists a condition that ensures a limit preserves
cokernels is such categories:
Definition 7.1. A filtered limit
X :“ lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨
f1ÝÑ X1
f0ÝÑ X0
˘
,
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is said to respect the Mittag–Leffler condition if for all i ě 0 there exists ki ą i such that
impXr Ñ Xiq “ impXki Ñ Xiq,
for all r ě ki. Dually, a filtered colimit respects the Mittag–Leffler condition if coimages
stabilize.
Definition 7.2. We say that an abelian category isMittag–Leffler if all filtered limits (resp.
colimits) that respect the Mittag–Leffler condition preserve cokernels (resp. kernels).
For example, categories of abelian groups (and by consequence of modules) are Mittag–
Leffler [29, Proposition 3.5.7].
Remark 7.3. As pointed out by Neeman, not all abelian categories are Mittag–Leffler [21].
Lemma 7.4. Consider a filtered limit
lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨
f1
։ X1
f0
։ X0
˘
,
where each fr is an epimorphism. Then it respects the Mittag–Leffler condition.
Proof. We have impXr ։ Xℓq – Xℓ for all r ą ℓ ě 0. 
7.2. Asymptotic Grothendieck group. In this subsection, we assume that C Ă A is
a full subcategory of some abelian category A being both AB4 and AB4*. Therefore a
filtered limit (resp. colimit) of cokernels (resp. of kernels) is a cokernel (resp. a kernel)
if and only if the derived limit (resp. derived colimit) of the corresponding kernels (resp.
cokernels) vanishes.
Definition 7.5. We say that a filtered limit, derived limit, filtered colimit or derived
colimit of tfrurě0 is acceptable if
À
rě0 cok fr P C and
À
rě0 ker fr P C.
Definition 7.6. The asymptotic Grothendieck group of C is
G0pCq :“ G0pCq{
`
JpCq ` J˚pCq
˘
,
where JpCq is generated by
rY s ´ rY˜ s “ rXs `
ÿ
rě0
`
rCrs ´ rKrs
˘
,
for Y, Y˜ , X,
À
rě0Cr,
À
rě0Kr P C, whenever
Y – colim
`
X
f0ÝÑ Y1
f1ÝÑ Y2
f2ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
Y˜ – colim1
`
X
f0ÝÑ Y1
f1ÝÑ Y2
f2ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
are acceptable, and
rKrs “ rker frs P G0pCq, rCrs “ rcok frs P G0pCq,(13)
for all r ě 0. Dually, J˚pCq is generated by
rXs ´ rX˜s “ rY s `
ÿ
rě0
`
rKrs ´ rCrs
˘
,
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whenever again all objects and direct sums are in C and
X – lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨
f2ÝÑ X2
f1ÝÑ X1
f0ÝÑ Y
˘
,
X˜ – lim1
`
¨ ¨ ¨
f2ÝÑ X2
f1ÝÑ X1
f0ÝÑ Y
˘
,
are acceptable, and we have Eq. (13).
7.3. Locally Jordan–Ho¨lder categories. Let X be an object in an abelian category C.
We call N-filtration a sequence of sub-objects Xi ãÑ X for all i P N such that Xi`1 ãÑ Xi
and X0 “ X . We write it as
¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Xr Ă Xr´1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă X1 Ă X0 “ X.
Such a filtration is called Hausdorff if the inverse limit limÐÝiXi – 0. We say it has simple
quotients if all quotient objects Xi{Xi`1 are either trivial or simple. A Hausdorff, N-
filtration with simple quotients is called an N-composition series, and we refer to the
non-trivial quotient objects as composition factors.
Definition 7.7. Let tSiuiPI be a collection of objects in an abelian category C. Consider
an N-filtration
¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Xr`1 Ă Xr Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă X1 Ă X0 “ X,
such that each Xr{Xr`1 – Si for some i P I. If κi :“ #tr P N|Xr{Xr`1 – Siu ă 8, then
we say that the filtration is locally finite, and we refer to κi as the multiplicity of Si.
Clearly, in general in an abelian category, we cannot hope to always have N-composition
series. Moreover, even if we have such infinite composition series, they do not have to be
essentially unique. We proposed in [17] one condition that ensures the uniqueness of such
filtrations.
Definition 7.8. We say that an objectX in an abelian category C is stable for the filtrations
if for all pairs of N-composition series
0 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă X1 Ă X0 “ X,
0 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă X 11 Ă X
1
0 “ X,
then for each i P N there exists k P N such that X 1k Ă Xi.
Theorem 7.9. Let X be an object stable for the filtrations. Suppose X admits two locally
finite, N-composition series
0 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă X1 Ă X0 “ X,
0 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă X 11 Ă X
1
0 “ X,
with respective multiplicities κi and κ
1
j, and pairwise non-isomorphic compositions factors
tSiuiPI and tSjujPJ . Then, there exists a bijection σ : I Ñ J such that Si – Sσpjq, and
κi “ κ
1
σpiq.
Proof. The proof is essentially the same as [17, Proposition A.25], and we refer to the
reference for details. 
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Definition 7.10. We say that an abelian category C is locally AB5 if acceptable filtered
colimits preserve kernels, that is if whenever
X – colimpX0
f0ÝÑ X1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ q, Y – colimpY0
g0ÝÑ Y1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ q,
are acceptable filtered colimits, and we have a collection of commuting maps u‚ : X‚ Ñ Y‚
then
kerpX
u
ÝÑ Y q – colim
`
kerpX0
u0ÝÑ Y0q Ñ kerpX1
u1ÝÑ Y1q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
.
Dually, we define the notion of locally AB5* where acceptable filtered limits preserve
cokernels.
From now on, we assume again that C Ă A is a full subcategory of some abelian category
A being both AB4 and AB4*. In particular, C is locally AB5 (resp. AB5*) if and only all
its acceptable derived colimits (resp.acceptable derived limits) vanish.
Definition 7.11. Let C be both a locally AB5 and locally AB5* category. We say that C
is locally Jordan–Ho¨lder if each object in C is stable for the filtration and admits a locally
finite composition series.
Remark 7.12. Note that a locally Jordan–Ho¨lder category admitting arbitrary biproducts
(and thus limits and colimits) would be trivial since it would satisfies both AB5 and AB5*.
Example 7.13. Consider the category k -gmod of locally finite dimensional Z-graded k-
vector spaces. Since it is a subcategory of the whole category of graded k-vector spaces,
which is AB5, k -gmod is locally AB5. For the dual, because each Xi is locally finite
dimensional, the limit respect a Mittag–Leffler-like condition in each degree. It allows to
easily prove that 1´ f‚ in Eq. (12) is surjective (see [14, Proposition 4.2.3] for the classical
case), recalling that the product of graded spaces is given by direct sum of the product in
each degree. Thus the derived limit is zero, and the limit preserves cokernels.
Let C be a locally Jordan–Ho¨lder category and S P C be a simple object. By Theorem 7.9
we have a map
S˚ : C Ñ N, X ÞÑ S˚pXq
that counts the multiplicity of S in the essentially unique N-composition series of X . By
[17, Proposition A.31], we know that whenever there is a short exact sequence
0Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0,
in C, then S˚pY q “ S˚pXq ` S˚pZq. Thus, we obtain an induced map
S˚ : G0pCq Ñ N.
Lemma 7.14. Let C be a locally Jordan–Ho¨lder category. Consider an acceptable filtered
colimit
X – colimpX0
f0ÝÑ X1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ q
such that S˚pXrq “ 0 for all r ě 0. Then S
˚pXq “ 0.
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Proof. Suppose by contradiction that S˚pXq ą 0 and thus there exists Y Ă Z Ă X P C
such that
0Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ S Ñ 0,
is a short exact sequence. Define X˜r :“ impψrq Ă X where ψr : Xr Ñ X is the canonical
map. We obtain a commutative diagram
0 Y Z S 0
0 Y X X˜r Z X X˜r S˜r 0
s
where both row are exact, and the three vertical arrows are monomorphisms. Because S
is simple, s is either 0 or an epimorphism. Thus S˜r is either 0 or isomorphic to S.
Suppose there exists r ě 0 such that S˜r – S. Then we have S
˚pX˜rq ą 0. Moreover,
there is a short exact sequence
0Ñ kerψr Ñ Xr Ñ X˜r Ñ 0,
so that S˚pXrq “ S
˚pkerψiq ` S
˚pX˜rq ą 0. This contradicts the fact that S
˚pXrq “ 0.
Because acceptable filtered colimits are exact, we obtain a short exact sequence
0Ñ colimrě0pX˜r X Y q – Y Ñ colimrě0pX˜r X Zq – Z Ñ 0Ñ 0,
but this is a contradiction. Thus, S˚pXq “ 0. 
Lemma 7.15. Let C be a locally Jordan–Ho¨lder category. Consider an acceptable filtered
colimit
X – colimpX0
f0ÝÑ X1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ q
such that S˚pcok frq “ S
˚pker frq “ 0 for all r ě 0. Then
S˚pXq “ S˚pX0q.
Proof. Let ψ0 : X0 Ñ X be the canonical map. The exact sequence
0Ñ kerpψ0q Ñ X0 Ñ X Ñ cokpψ0q Ñ 0,
shows that S˚pXq´S˚pX0q “ S
˚pcokpψ0qq´S
˚pkerpψ0qq. We will show that S
˚pcokψ0q “
S˚pkerψ0q “ 0. We construct a commutative diagram
ker f0 cok f1
ker f01 X0 X2 cok f01
K X1 C
ker f1 cok f0
f01
f0 f1
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where K :“ impker f01 Ñ X1q and C :“ impX1 Ñ cok f01q. Since K Ă ker f1 we have
S˚pKq ď S˚pker f1q “ 0. Moreover, the sequence
0Ñ ker f0 ãÑ ker f01 ։ K Ñ 0,
is exact, so that S˚pker f01q “ S
˚pker f0q ` S
˚pKq “ 0. Similarly, we obtain S˚pcok f01q “
0. Applying the the same reasoning recursively with X0 Ñ Xr Ñ Xr`1 shows that
S˚pcokpX0 Ñ Xrqq “ S
˚pkerpX0 Ñ Xrqq “ 0. Moreover, since C is locally AB5, we
have
kerψ0 – colimrě0pkerpX0 Ñ Xrqq.
Therefore, by Lemma 7.14 we obtain S˚pkerψ0q “ 0. Similarly, we have S
˚pcokψ0q “ 0,
concluding the proof. 
Lemma 7.16. Let C be a locally Jordan–Ho¨lder category. Consider an acceptable filtered
limit
X – limp¨ ¨ ¨
f1ÝÑ X1
f0ÝÑ X0q,
such that S˚pXrq “ 0 for all r ě 0. Then, S
˚pXq “ 0.
Proof. Suppose by contradiction that S˚pXq ą 0, and thus there exists Y Ă Z Ă X such
that
0Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ S Ñ 0,
is a short exact sequence. Let φr : X Ñ Xi be the canonical map. We write Y˜r :“ impY Ñ
X
φr
ÝÑ Xrq, and similarly for Z˜r. We have a commutative diagram
0 Y Z S 0
0 Y˜r Z˜r S˜r 0
s
where the rows are exact and the vertical maps are epimorphisms. Because S is simple, S˜r
is either 0 or isomorphic to S. If S˜r – S then the filtration
Y˜r Ă Z˜r Ă Xr,
gives S˚pXrq ą 0. Thus S˜r – 0 for all r ě 0. Then, because C is locally AB5* we obtain
an exact sequence
0 limrě0 Y˜r – Y limrě0 Z˜r – Z 0 0,
which is a contradiction. 
Lemma 7.17. Let C be a locally Jordan–Ho¨lder category. Consider an acceptable filtered
limit
X – limp¨ ¨ ¨
f1ÝÑ X1
f0ÝÑ X0q,
such that S˚pcok frq “ S
˚pker frq “ 0 for all r ě 0. Then
S˚pXq “ S˚pX0q.
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Proof. The proof is dual to the one of Lemma 7.15, replacing Lemma 7.14 with Lemma 7.16.

Lemma 7.18. Let C be a locally Jordan–Ho¨lder category and X P C. If S˚pXq “ 0 for all
simple object S P C then X – 0.
Proof. If S˚pXq “ 0 for all X P C, then it means X has no non-trivial subobject, thus
X – 0. 
Lemma 7.19. Let C be a locally Jordan–Ho¨lder category. Consider a morphism
f : X Ñ Y.
If f is a monomorphism or an epimorphism and if S˚pXq “ S˚pY q for all simple object
X P C, then f is an isomorphism.
Proof. Suppose f is a monomorphism, then we have a short exact sequence
0Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ cok f Ñ 0.
Therefore, we have S˚pY q “ S˚pXq ` S˚pcok fq for all simple object S P C. Thus,
S˚pcok fq “ 0, and cok f “ 0 by Lemma 7.18. The case where f is an epimorphism
is similar. 
Theorem 7.20. Let C be a locally Jordan–Ho¨lder category with collection of pariwise non-
isomorphic simple objects tSiuiPI . If C admits locally finite direct sums of tSiuiPI , then
G0pCq –
ź
iPI
ZrSis,
and
rXs “
ÿ
iPI
S˚i pXqrSis P G0pCq
for all X P C.
Proof. We claim that JpCq Ă ker S˚ and J˚pCq Ă ker S˚, so that there is an induced map
S˚ : G0pCq Ñ N. In particular any relation obtained from a filtered limit or colimit in
G0pCq can be obtained from a relation obtained by decomposing everything in sums of
rSis. Thus JpCq ` J
˚pCq is generated by the relation rXs “
ř
iPI S
˚
i pXqrSis.
We now prove our claim for JpCq Ă ker S˚, the dual case being similar. Consider an
acceptable filtered colimit
Y – colim
`
X “ F0
f0ÝÑ F1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
in C and tCr, Kr P Curě0, such that
À
r Cr,
À
rKr P C, and rCrs “ rcok frs, rKrs “ rker frs
for all r ě 0. We want to show that
(14) S˚pY q ´ S˚pXq “ S˚p
à
rě0
Crq ´ S
˚p
à
rě0
Krq.
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We have S˚p
À
r Crq “
ř
r S
˚pCrq P N, and thus S
˚pCrq “ 0 for r " 0. The same applies
for ker fr, cok fr and Kr. Therefore, we already obtain that
(15) S˚p
à
r
Crq “ S
˚p
à
r
cok frq, S
˚p
à
r
Krq “ S
˚p
à
r
ker frq.
Moreover, still for r " 0, we have that
(16) S˚pY q “ S˚pFrq,
by Lemma 7.15, since
Y – colim
`
Fr
frÝÑ Fr`1
fr`1
ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
.
We also have
(17) S˚pFrq ´ S
˚pXq “
r´1ÿ
i“0
S˚pcok fiq ´ S
˚pker fiq.
Putting together Eq. (15), Eq. (16) and Eq. (17) gives Eq. (14). 
Corollary 7.21. Let C be a finite length abelian category. If C is Mittag–Leffler, then the
projection induces an isomorphism G0pCq – G0pCq.
Definition 7.22. Let C and C1 be two locally Jordan–Ho¨lder categories with collections of
simple objects tSiuiPI Ă C and tS
1
jujPJ . We say that a functor F : C Ñ C
1 is locally finite
if for all X P C and j P J , there exists a finite subset IX,j Ă I such that
S˚i pXqS
1
j
˚
pFSiq “ 0,
for all i R IX,j.
Proposition 7.23. Let F : C Ñ C1 be an exact functor between two locally Jordan–Ho¨lder
categories with collections of simple objects tSiuiPI Ă C and tS
1
jujPJ . If F is locally finite,
then there is an induced map
rF s : G0pCq Ñ G0pCq,
given by rF srXs :“ rF pXqs.
Proof. We only need to show that for all X P C and j P J then
S 1j
˚
pFXq “
ÿ
iPI
S˚i pXqS
1
j
˚
pFSiq.
Because IX,j is finite, we can find X
1 such that there is a short exact sequence
0Ñ X 1 Ñ X Ñ X{X 1 Ñ 0,
and S˚i pX
1q “ 0 for all i P IX,j . Moreover, if we write tLrurPR for the compositions factors
of X{X 1, then we have
S 1j
˚
pFXq “ S 1j
˚
pFX 1q `
ÿ
rPR
S 1j
˚
pFLRq,
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since F is exact and R is finite. Moreover, for any r P R such that Lr – Si for i R IX,j ,
then S 1j
˚pFLRq “ S
1
j
˚pFSiq “ 0. Thusÿ
rPR
S 1j
˚
pFLRq “
ÿ
iPI
S˚i pXqS
1
j
˚
pFSiq.
Finally, because X 1 Ă X we have IX1,j Ă IX,j and thusIX1 ,j “ H. In particular, we have
S 1j
˚pFX 1q “ 0. 
7.4. C.b.l. Jordan–Ho¨lder categories. Let C be both a strictly Zn-graded abelian
category and a c.b.l. additive category. Its Grothendieck group G0pCq is a Zppx1, . . . , xnqq-
module through (11) again. Mimicking the definition of a c.b.l.f. coproduct in a Zn-graded
category, there is an obvious notion of c.b.l.f. filtration.
Definition 7.24. Let tS1, . . . , Smu be a finite collection of objects in a Z
n-graded abelian
category C. Consider an N-filtration
¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Xr`1 Ă Xr Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă X1 Ă X0 “ X,
such that each Xr{Xr`1 – x
gSi for some i P t1, . . . , mu and g P Z
n. If κi,g :“ #tr P
N|Xr{Xr`1 – x
gSiu ă 8, then we say that the filtration is graded locally finite, and we
refer to κi,g as the degree g multiplicity of Si. We call such filtration a c.b.l.f. filtration
if in addition, there exists a cone C compatible with ă, and e P Zn such that κi,g “ 0
whenever g ´ e R C.
Definition 7.25. An object X admits a c.b.l.f. composition series if it admits an N-
composition series which is a c.b.l.f. filtration. A locally Jordan–Ho¨lder category C being
c.b.l. additive is called c.b.l. Jordan–Ho¨lder if each object admits a c.b.l.f. composition
series.
By the same proof as Theorem 7.9 we obtain the following:
Corollary 7.26. The asymptotic Grothendieck group of a c.b.l. Jordan–Ho¨lder category
C with collection of pairwise distinct simple objects tSjujPJ respects
G0pCq –
à
jPJ
Zppx1, . . . , xnqqrSjs.
Moreover, under the hypothesis of Corollary 7.26, we endow G0pCq with an px1, . . . , xnq-
adic topology, turning it into a Hausdorff topological Zppx1, . . . , xnqq-module, using
Ge :“
à
jPJ
VerSjs,
as neighborhood basis of zero.
Proposition 7.27. Let F : C Ñ C1 be an exact functor between c.b.l. Jordan–Ho¨lder
categories. If F commutes with the grading shift, then F induces a continuous map
G0pCq
rF s
ÝÝÑ G0pC
1q.
Proof. The proof is almost identical to the one of Proposition 6.18, proving that F is locally
finite and using Proposition 7.23. 
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7.5. Strongly c.b.l. Jordan–Ho¨lder categories. We introduce a notion inspired by
the definition of mixed abelian category with a tate twist (see for example [6]).
Definition 7.28. We say that a c.b.l. Jordan–Ho¨lder category is strongly c.b.l. Jordan–
Ho¨lder if there is only a finite number of distinct simple objects tS1, . . . , Smu, and they
respect Ext1CpSi, x
gSjq “ 0 whenever g ĺ 0. We refer to these objects as primitive simples.
We recall that Ext1CpA,Bq counts the number of non-trivial extensions of A by B, that
is short exact sequences B Ñ E Ñ A, up to equivalence and where E fl A‘B.
Let C be a strongly c.b.l. Jordan–Ho¨lder category with fixed set of primitive simples
tS1, . . . , Smu. Therefore any X P C admits a c.b.l.f. composition series with composition
factors given by the primitive simples. We call such a filtration a primitive composition
series. Moreover, each object X admits a unique maximal element degpXq P Zn such that
X admits a primitive composition series with multiplicities κi,g`degpXq “ 0 whenever g ă 0.
Proposition 7.29. Let C be a strongly c.b.l. Jordan–Ho¨lder category. Let X be an object
in C, with primitive composition series contained in a cone CX “ tdegpXq “ c0, c1, c2, . . . u
with ci ă ci`1. Then X admits an ordered primitive composition series
0 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă X2 Ă X1 Ă X0 “ X
where Xr{Xr`1 – x
cr
´
S
‘κ1,cr
1 ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘ S
‘κm,cr
m
¯
is a finite direct sum of the primitive sim-
ples shifted by cr. Moreover, this composition series is unique whenever CX is fixed.
In order to prove this proposition, we will need the following lemma:
Lemma 7.30. A filtration X3 Ă X2 Ă X1 with X1{X2 – A and X2{X3 – B gives rise to
a commutative diagram
X3 X2 B
X3 X1 E
A A
where each row and column are short exact sequences. If the sequence B Ñ E Ñ A splits,
then there exists X 12 such that X3 Ă X
1
2 Ă X1, and X1{X
1
2 – B and X
1
2{X3 – A.
Proof. Composing the map X1 ։ E with the splitting map E Ñ B yields an epimorphism
p : X1 ։ B. We put X
1
2 “ ker p. Then the universal property of the kernel induces a
monomorphism X3 ãÑ ker p such that ker p{X3 – A. 
Proof of Proposition 7.29. We take a primitive composition series Y‚ of X and consider cr
for some r ě 0. Since the filtration is c.b.l.f., we can extract a sub-filtration of Y‚ containing
all occurrences of the primitive simples in degree ĺ cr. Then, thanks to Lemma 7.30 we can
apply a bubble sorting algorithm to bring all of these primitive simples to the beginning
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of the filtration, exchanging xgSi – Ys{Ys`1 with x
g1Si1 – Ys`1{Ys`2 whenever g
1
ă g.
Therefore we obtain a filtration
Xĺcr Ă X,
where X{Xĺcr is finite length and contains all composition factors of degree ĺ cr. We
conclude by taking the filtration given by Xr :“ Xĺcr for each r P N. 
7.6. C.b.l.f. cobaric abelian categories. Inspired by the definition of baric structure
in [2], we introduce the following notion:
Definition 7.31. A cobaric structure on a strictly Zn-graded abelian category C is the
datum of a pair of thick subcategory Cĺ0, Cľ0 such that
‚ xgCĺ0 Ă Cĺ0 for all g ă 0 ;
‚ xgCľ0 Ă Cľ0 for all g ą 0 ;
‚ Ext1CpY,Xq “ 0 whenever Y P Cľ0 and X P Cĺ0 ;
‚ for each X P C there is a short exact sequence
(18) 0Ñ Xą0 Ñ X Ñ Xĺ0 Ñ 0,
with Xĺ0 P Cĺ0 and Xą0 P Cą0 ;
where Cą0 :“ tX P C|x
´zX P Cľ0u and z ą 0 P Z
n the minimal non-zero element of Zn.
We define Cĺg :“ tX P C|x
´g P Cĺ0u and similarly for Căg, Cľg and Cąg. We also put
Cg :“ Cĺg X Cľg. Note that Cg is a semi-simple category. For this reason, and because C is
stricly Zn-graded, we have HomCpY,Xq “ 0 whenever Y P Cą0 and X P Cĺ0.
Lemma 7.32. The assignments βągX :“ Xąg and βĺgX :“ Xĺg are functorial. More-
over, there is a short exact sequence
0Ñ βągX Ñ X Ñ βĺβX Ñ 0,
and any similar short exact sequence is canonically isomorphic to this one.
Proof. Consider f : X Ñ Y . Because HomCpβągX, βĺgY q “ 0, we obtain a commutative
diagram
0 βągX X βĺgX 0
0 βągY Y βĺgY 0
f0 f f1
where f0 (resp. f1) is induced by the universal property of βągY as kernel (resp. βĺgY as
cokernel). 
Lemma 7.33. For g ă g1 we have natural isomorphisms
βĺg ˝ βĺg1 – βĺg, βĺg ˝ βľg1 – βľg1 ˝ βĺg – 0,
βľg ˝ βľg1 – βľg1, βľg ˝ βĺg1 – βĺg1 ˝ βľg.
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Proof. The proof is an abelian version of [5, Proposition 1.3.5]. The only non-trivial relation
is βľg ˝ βĺg1 – βĺg1 ˝ βľg. Consider the filtration βąg1X Ă βągX Ă X . It gives a
commutative diagram
βąg1X βľgX Y
βąg1X X βĺg1X
βăgX βăgX
where all rows and columns are short exact sequences. In particular
0Ñ βąg1X Ñ βľgX Ñ Y Ñ 0,
(resp. 0Ñ Y Ñ βĺg1X Ñ βăgX Ñ 0 ),
is short exact sequence equivalent to
0Ñ βąg1X Ñ βľgX Ñ βĺg1βľgX Ñ 0,
(resp. 0Ñ βľgβĺg1X Ñ βĺg1X Ñ βăgX Ñ 0 ).
Thus, by Lemma 7.32 we have βĺg1βľgX – Y – βľgβĺg1X . 
Lemma 7.34. For all X P C and g P Zn there are distinguished triangles
0Ñ βągX Ñ βľgX Ñ βgX Ñ 0,
0Ñ βgX Ñ βăgX Ñ βĺgX Ñ 0.
Proof. By applying a version of Eq. (18) on βľgX we obtain a short exact sequence
0Ñ βąg ˝ βľgX Ñ βľgX Ñ βĺg ˝ βľgX Ñ 0,
which gives the first desired triangle by Lemma 7.33. Similarly, we obtain
0Ñ βľg ˝ βĺgX Ñ βĺgX Ñ βąg ˝ βĺgX Ñ 0,
which gives the second desired triangle. 
Lemma 7.35. The functors βąg : C Ñ Cąg and βĺg : C Ñ Cĺg are both exact.
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Proof. The proof is basically the same as in [2, Proposition 2.3]. Let 0Ñ X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ 0
be a short exact sequence. By the 3x3 lemma, we obtain a commutative diagram
0 0 0
0 βągX βągY K1 0
0 X Y Z 0
0 βĺgX βĺgY K2 0
0 0 0
where all rows and columns are exact. Because Cąg is thick, we have K1 P Cąg. Thus we
must have βągZ – K1. Similarly, βĺgZ – K2. 
Definition 7.36. A cobaric structure pCĺ0, Cľ0q is:
‚ non-degenerate if
Ş
gPZn Cĺg “ 0 “
Ş
gPZn Cľg ;
‚ locally finite if C0 is finite length generated by a finite collection of simple objects ;
‚ cone bounded if for any X P C there exists a bounding cone CX Ă R
n and a minimal
degree e P Zn such that βgpXq “ 0 for all g ´ e R CX ;
‚ stable if βĺg commutes with acceptable filtered limits and acceptable filtered col-
imits ;
‚ full if
À
gPZn βgX P C for all X P C ;
‚ strongly c.b.l.f. if it is non-degenerate, locally finite, cone bounded, stable and full.
Note that when a cobaric structure is cone bounded, it is enough to verify
Ş
gPZn Cľg “ 0
for it to be non-degenerate. Also βľeX “ X whenever e is the minimal degree of X .
Moreover, when β is cone bounded and locally finite, then Cĺg is a finite length abelian
category.
Our goal for the remaining of the section will be to prove the following theorem.
Theorem 7.37. Let A be an AB4 and AB4* abelian category. Let C be a c.b.l. additive
abelian subcategory of A. If C is strongly c.b.l. Jordan–Ho¨lder, then it admits a strongly
c.b.l.f. cobaric structure. Conversly, if C admits such a cobaric structure and admits
colimits of kernel of acceptable colimits, and if A is Mittag–Leffler, then C is strongly c.b.l.
Jordan–Ho¨lder.
From now on we suppose C is a strictly Zn-graded abelian subcategory of A.
Lemma 7.38. Let β be a cobaric structure on C. If β is cone bounded, locally finite and
if C is c.b.l. additive, then β is full.
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Proof. Let tS1, . . . , Smu be the set of distinct simple objects of C0. Take X P C. Then
βgX is a finite direct sum of tx
gS1, . . . , x
gSmu. Thus
À
gPZn βgX is a c.b.l.f. direct sum of
tS1, . . . , Smu, and is in C. 
Proposition 7.39. If C admits a cobaric structure β which is non-degenerate, stable and
cone bounded, then we have
0 – lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ ãÑ βąe`c1X ãÑ βąe`c0X
˘
,
X – lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨։ βĺe`c1X ։ βĺe`c0X
˘
,
for all X P C, where CX “ t0 “ c0 ă c1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ u is a bounding cone of X with minimal
degree e. If β is full, then these filtered limits are acceptable.
Proof. Let
K :“ lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ ãÑ βąe`c1X ãÑ βąe`c0X
˘
.
Since β is cone bounded and locally finite,
À
g βgX is a c.b.l.f. direct sum of the simple
objects in C0. Then, we have
βĺgK – lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ ãÑ βĺgβąe`c1X ãÑ βĺgβąe`c0X
˘
– 0,
since e` cr ą g for r " 0, so that βĺgβąe`crX “ 0. Thus K P
Ş
g Cąg “ 0.
Let
C :“ lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨։ βĺe`c1X ։ βĺe`c0X
˘
Because limits commute with kernels we have
0 “ K “ lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ ãÑ kerpX Ñ βĺe`c1Xq ãÑ kerpX Ñ βĺe`c0Xq
˘
– kerpX Ñ Cq.
Moreover, because βĺg is exact, we obtain
βĺg cokpX ãÑ Cq – cokpβĺgX ãÑ βĺgCq.
For r " 0 we have βĺgβĺe`cr “ βĺg. Therefore βĺgX – βĺgC, and cokpX ãÑ Cq PŞ
gPZn Cąg “ 0. Thus X – C. 
Lemma 7.40. Let A1 be a finite length abelian category. If A1 is Mittag–Leffler, then
filtered limits and filtered colimits are exact.
Proof. Consider a limit
X :“ limp¨ ¨ ¨
f1ÝÑ X1
f0ÝÑ X0q,
and fix i ě 0. Then we obtain a filtration
¨ ¨ ¨ Ă impXi`2 Ñ Xiq Ă impXi`1 Ñ Xiq Ă Xi.
BecauseA1 is finite length, the filtration stabilizes and the limits respects the Mittag–Leffler
condition. The colimit case is dual. 
Proposition 7.41. If A is Mittag–Leffler and C admits a cobaric structure β which is
non-degenerate, stable and cone bounded, then C is locally AB5*.
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Proof. Consider two acceptable filtered limits
X :“ limp¨ ¨ ¨
f1ÝÑ X1
f0ÝÑ X0q, Y :“ limp¨ ¨ ¨
g1ÝÑ Y1
g0ÝÑ Y0q,
with a collection of commuting maps u‚ : X‚ Ñ Y‚ inducing a map u : X Ñ Y . We put
C :“ cokpX
u
ÝÑ Y q,
Cr :“ cokpXr
urÝÑ Yrq.
Then we obtain
βĺgC – cokpβĺgX Ñ βĺgY q
– cok
ˆ
lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ βĺgX1 Ñ βĺgX0
˘
Ñ lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ βĺgY1 Ñ βĺgY0
˘˙
.
Since βĺgXr and βĺgYr are in the finite length category Cĺg for all r ě 0, we can apply
Lemma 7.40 to get
βĺgC – lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ cokpβĺgX1 Ñ βĺgY1q Ñ cokpβĺgX0 Ñ βĺgY0q
˘
– lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ βĺgC1 Ñ βĺgC0
˘
.
By Proposition 7.39, we obtain
lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ C1 Ñ C0
˘
– lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ lim
g
pβĺgC1q Ñ lim
g
pβĺgC0q
˘
– lim
g
lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ βĺgC1 Ñ βĺgC0
˘
– lim
g
βĺgC – C.
This concludes the proof. 
Proposition 7.42. Suppose A is Mittag–Leffler and C admits a cobaric structure β which
is non-degenerate, stable and cone bounded. If C admits colimits of kernels of acceptable
colimits, then C is locally AB5.
Proof. Consider two acceptable filtered colimits
X :“ colimpX0
f0ÝÑ X1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ q, Y :“ colimpY0
g0ÝÑ Y1
g1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ q,
with a collection of commuting maps u‚ : X‚ Ñ Y‚ inducing a map u : X Ñ Y . We put
K :“ kerpX
u
ÝÑ Y q,
Kr :“ kerpXr
urÝÑ Yrq,
K 1 :“ colim
`
K0 Ñ K1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
.
Then we have
βĺgK – kerpβĺgX Ñ βĺgY q
– ker
ˆ
colim
`
βĺgX0 ¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ βĺgX1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
Ñ colim
`
βĺgY0 Ñ βĺgY1 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘˙
,
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and
βĺgK
1 – colim
`
kerpβĺgX0 Ñ βĺgY0q Ñ kerpβĺgX1 Ñ βĺgY1q Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
.
Because βĺgXr and βĺgYr are both in the finite length category Cĺg for all r ě 0, we can
apply Lemma 7.40 to get
βĺg cokpK
1 Ñ Kq – cokpβĺgK
1 Ñ βĺgKq “ 0,
βĺg kerpK
1 Ñ Kq – kerpβĺgK
1 Ñ βĺgKq “ 0.
Thus cokpK 1 Ñ Kq, kerpK 1 Ñ Kq P
Ş
gPZn Cąg “ 0, and K
1 – K. 
Lemma 7.43. Let β be a strongly c.b.l.f. cobaric structure on C. All objects of C are stable
for the filtrations.
Proof. Let X P C. Suppose X admits two N-composition series
0 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă X2 Ă X1 Ă X0 “ X,
0 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă X 12 Ă X
1
1 Ă X
1
0 “ X.
Fix i P N. For all e P Zn, we have βąeX XXi “ βąeXi so that
βąeX
βąeX XXi
“ βąepX{Xiq.
Since X{Xi admits a finite composition series and β is cone bounded, locally finite, we
have βąepX{Xiq “ 0 for e Ï 0. Thus βąeX Ă Xi for e Ï 0. Fix such an e P Z
n. For any
r ě 0 we obtain a commutative diagram
0 βąeX
1
r X
1
r βĺeX
1
r 0
0 βąeX X βĺeX 0,
where the rows are exact and the two vertical arrows on the left are monomorphisms.
Since β is cone bounded, locally finite, we have βĺeX
1
r “ 0 for r " 0, so that βąeX
1
r – X
1
r.
Therefore, for r big enough we obtain X 1r Ă βąeX Ă Xi. 
Proof of Theorem 7.37. Suppose C is strongly c.b.l. Jordan–Ho¨lder. We construct a co-
baric structure Cĺ0, Cą0 by putting
Cĺ0 :“ tX P C|x
gS˚i pXq “ 0 for all g ą 0 and i P I u,
Cą0 :“ tX P C|x
gS˚i pXq “ 0 for all g ĺ 0 and i P I u.
Thanks to Proposition 7.29 we obtain the short exact sequence Eq. (18). Thus it forms a
cobaric structure, which is obviously non-degenerate, cone bounded and locally finite. We
now prove it is stable for the limits, the dual case being similar. Consider an acceptable
filtered limit
X :“ lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ X1 Ñ X0
˘
.
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Because C is locally AB5* we obtain a commutative diagram
0 0
0 K βągX lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ βągX1 Ñ βągX0
˘
C 0
0 0 X lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ X1 Ñ X0
˘
0 0
0 K 1 βĺgX lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ βĺgX1 Ñ βĺgX0
˘
C 1 0
0 0
where the rows and columns are exact. By the snake lemma, we obtain that K “ C 1 “ 0
and thus
0Ñ K 1 Ñ βĺgX Ñ lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ βĺgX1 Ñ βĺgX0
˘
Ñ 0,
is a short exact sequence. Take a simple object S P C. Because S˚pβĺgXrq “ S
˚pβĺgXr`1q
for r " 0, we have
S˚pβĺgXq “ S
˚
`
lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ βĺgX1 Ñ βĺgX0
˘˘
.
Thus K 1 – 0 by Lemma 7.19, concluding the first part of the proof.
For the second part, suppose C is Mittag–Leffler and admits a strongly c.b.l.f. cobaric
structure β “ pCĺ0, Cą0q. Because β is cone bounded, locally finite there is only a finite set
of distinct simple objects. By Proposition 7.39 any object admits a N-filtration where the
quotients are finite length objects. Thus we can refine the filtration into an N-composition
series. Because β is cone bounded, locally finite, it gives a c.b.l.f. composotion series. By
Lemma 7.43 all objects are stable for the filtrations. Finally, C is both locally AB5 and
locally AB5* thanks to Proposition 7.41 and Proposition 7.42. 
7.7. Topological Grothendieck group. As in Achar–Stroppel [1], we define the follow-
ing notion:
Definition 7.44. Let C be a Zn-graded category with a c.b.l.f. cobaric structure β. The
topological Grothendieck group of pC, βq is
G0pC, βq :“ G0pCq{JpC, βq,
where
JpC, βq :“ tf P G0pCq | rβĺgsf “ 0 P G0pCq for all g P Z
nu.
The canonical topology on G0pC, βq is given by using tG0pCągq Ă G0pCqugPZ as basis of
neighborhood of zero.
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Note that if β is non-degenerate, then the canonical topology on G0pC, βq is Hausdorff.
Inspired by [1, Definition 2.3], we define the following:
Definition 7.45. Let C and C1 be two Zn-graded categories with c.b.l.f. cobaric structures
β “ tCĺ0, Cľ0u and β
1 “ tC1
ĺ0, C
1
ľ0u respectively. We say that a functor F : C Ñ C
1 has
finite amplitude if there exists |F | P Zn such that FCľg Ă C
1
ľg`|F |.
Proposition 7.46. Let F : pC, βq Ñ pC1, β 1q be a Zn-homogeneous exact functor. If F has
finite amplitude, then it induces a continuous map
rF s : G0pC, βq Ñ G0pC
1, β 1q
by rF srXs :“ rF pXqs.
Proof. By exactness we have a map
rF s : G0pCq Ñ G0pC
1, β 1q,
and thus we only need to prove F pJpC, βqq Ă JpC1, β 1q.
First, observe that there is an isomorphism
(19) G0pC
1q
»
ÝÑ G0pC
1
ĺgq ‘G0pC
1
ągq, rXs ÞÑ rβ
1
ĺgXs ` rβ
1
ągXs,
for all g P Zn.
Take f P JpC, βq and g P Zn. By Eq. (19) we obtain
f “ rβĺgsf ` rβągsf, rF sf “ rβĺg`|F |srF sf ` rβąg`|F |srF sf.
We have rβĺgsf “ 0 and rβąg`|F |srF sf “ rF srβągsf . Therefore we deduce that rF sf “
rβąg`|F |srF sf and rβĺg`|F |srF sf “ 0. Since g is arbitrary, we conclude that rF sf P
JpC1, β 1q. 
Proposition 7.47. Let C be a Mittag–Leffler strictly Zn-graded abelian category with a
full, non-degenerate, stable, cone bounded cobaric structure β. There is a surjection
G0pC, βq։ G0pCq,
induced by the identity on G0pCq. If β is locally finite, then it is an isomorphism
G0pC, βq – G0pCq.
Moreover, a functor between two such categories is of finite amplitude if and only if it is
locally finite.
Proof. Take rXs ´ rY s P JpC, βq. Then rβgXs “ rβgY s for all g P Z
n. By Proposition 7.39
and Lemma 7.4 we obtain that rXs´rY s P J˚pCq. Thus there is an induced surjective map
G0pC, βq։ G0pCq.
Suppose now that β is locally finite. Consider an acceptable filtered colimit
Y – colim
`
X “ F0
f0ÝÑ F1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
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in C and tCr, Kr P Curě0, such that
À
r Cr,
À
rKr P C, and rCrs “ rcok frs, rKrs “ rker frs
in K∆0 pCq for all r ě 0. We claim that
rβĺgY s ´ rβĺgXs “
ÿ
rě0
`
rβĺgCrs ´ rβĺgKrs
˘
P K∆0 pCq,
for all g P Zn. First, we obtain by exactness of βĺg that rβĺgCrs “ rβĺg cok frs and
rβĺgKrs “ rβĺg ker frs in K
∆
0 pCq for all r ě 0. Moreover, since β is cone bounded locally
finite, we have βĺgCr “ βĺgKr “ βĺg ker fr “ βĺg cok fr “ 0 for r " 0. Let r
1 be big
enough so that fr is an isomorphism for all r ě r
1, then we have
rβĺgY s ´ rβĺgXs “
r1ÿ
r“0
`
rβĺg cok frs ´ rβĺg ker frs
˘
“
r1ÿ
r“0
`
rβĺgCrs ´ rβĺgKrs
˘
,
in K∆0 pCq. The dual case is similar, proving there is an isomorphism G0pC, βq – G0pCq. 
7.8. An example with modules. Consider as before a c.b.l.f. dimensional, Zn-graded
k-algebra R, where k is a field.
Proposition 7.48. If R is positive, that is R “
À
gľ0Rg, and R0 is semi-simple, then
R -modlf is strongly c.b.l. Jordan–Ho¨lder.
Proof. Since EndpRq “ R0 is finite dimensional, there are only finitely many projective
indecomposable modules tPi “ ReiuiPI , given by primitive idempotents tei P R0uiPI . Be-
cause R is positive, then Rą0 :“
À
gą0Rg is a c.b.l.f. dimensional submodule of R,
and R0 – R{Rą0 is finite-dimensional. Since R0 is semi-simple and Si :“ Pi{Rą0Pi is
R0-indecomposable, Si is a finite-dimensional simple module. Furthermore, any simple
R-module is isomorphic (up to grading shift) to Si for some i. Since R is positive, we have
Ext1RpSi, x
gSjq “ 0 whenever g ă 0.
In addition, for any c.b.l.f. module M “
À
gPZn Mg and e P Z
n then Mľe :“
À
gľeMg
is a submodule. In particular we get a short exact sequence
Mąe ãÑMľe ։Mľe{Mąe,
where Mľe{Mąe is isomorphic to a finite direct sum of elements in tSiuiPI . Therefore, we
obtain by the classical Jordan–Ho¨lder theorem a finite filtration with simple quotients
Mąe “M
0
e ĂM
1
e Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ĂM
r´1
e ĂM
r
e “Mľe.
Let CM “ tdegpMq “ c0 ă c1 ă c2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ u be a bounding cone of M . Applying the same
reasoning on each ci with e “ ci`1, we obtain by concatening all these filtrations a c.b.l.f.
composition series of M .
We now prove M is stable for the filtrations. Suppose there are two composition series
X‚ andX
1
‚ ofM . Suppose by contradiction that X
1
k Ć Xi for all k P N. Then Xi Ĺ Xi`X
1
k.
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Moreover, we know that M{Xi is a finite dimensional k-vector space and we get an infinite
filtration
Xi Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Xi `X
1
2 Ă Xi `X
1
1 Ă X.
As vector spaces we have X 1j – X
1
j`1‘Hj for some Hj . We can find Hj Ć Xi for arbitrary
big j since X 1k –
À
jěkHk, and thus otherwise we would have X
1
k Ă Xi. Then we write
H˜j “ Hj{Hj XXi and
À
j H˜j is infinite dimensional. Then we have M – Xi ‘
À
jě0 H˜j,
which contradicts the fact that M{Xi is finite dimensional.
Finally, because any c.b.l.f. module is a locally finite dimensional module, we know
that R -modlf is locally AB5*. Since R -mod is AB5, and R -modlf is a full subcategory of
R -mod, we obtain that R -modlf is locally AB5. This concludes the proof. 
Corollary 7.49. Let R –
À
iPI Rei be as in Proposition 7.48 and take a collection tejujPJĂI
of non-equivalent idempotents. Then we have
G0pR -modlfq –
à
j
Zppx1, . . . , xnqqrSjs,
with Sj :“ Rej{Rą0ej.
Since rPis can be written as fipxqrSis for some fipxq P ZCJx1, . . . , xnK with fip0q “ 1, we
also have rSis “ f
´1
i pxqrPis. Therefore
(20) G0pR -modlfq –
à
j
Zppx1, . . . , xnqqrPjs.
However, with the current framework, this isomorphism is purely formal, and has no cat-
egorical meaning (e.g. it involves minus signs). In the dg-setting (i.e. derived category),
we will reinterpret it using the projective resolution of Si.
Proposition 7.50. Let R and R1 be two positive c.b.l.f. dimensional Zn-graded k-algebras
with R0 and R
1
0 semi-simple. Let B be a c.b.l.f. dimensional R
1-R-bimodule. The functor
F : R -modlf Ñ R
1 -modlf , F pXq :“ B bR X,
is locally finite, and thus induces a map
rF s : G0pR -modlfq Ñ G0pR
1 -modlfq.
If B induces a Morita equivalence between R and R1, then rF s is an isomorphism.
Proof. Straightforward. 
8. Triangulated asymptotic Grothendieck group
In this section, we will assume we work with a triangulated category C that is a saturated
subcategory of some triangulated category T Ą C, where T admits arbitrary products and
coproducts, and these preserve distinguished triangles.
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Following the terminology of [12], the Milnor colimit MColimrě0pfrq of a collection of
arrows tXr
frÝÑ Xr`1urPN in T is the mapping cone fitting inside the following distinguished
triangle ž
rPN
Xr
1´f‚ÝÝÝÑ
ž
rPN
Xr Ñ MColimrě0pfrq Ñ
where the left arrow is given by the infinite matrix
1´ f‚ :“
¨
˚˝˚ 1 0 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨´f0 1 0 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
0 ´f1 1 0 ¨ ¨ ¨
...
. . .
. . .
. . .
. . .
˛
‹‹‚
Remark 8.1. Sometimes the Milnor colimit is also called “homotopy colimit” in the
literature (e.g. in [23]).
There is a dual notion of Milnor limit. Consider a collection of arrows tXr`1
frÝÑ Xrurě0
in T . The Milnor limit is the object fitting inside the distinguished triangle
MLimrě0pfrq Ñ
ź
rě0
Xr
1´f‚ÝÝÝÑ
ź
rě0
Xr Ñ
Remark 8.2. In general, Milnor limits and Milnor colimits do not preserve distinguished
triangles. However, since in T products and coproducts preserve distinguished triangles, it
is easy to see using the 3x3 lemma [15, Lemma 2.6] that Milnor limits and Milnor colimits
also preserve distinguished triangles in our situation.
Similarly as before, we say that a Milnor limit or a Milnor colimit is acceptable wheneverÀ
rě0Conepfrq P C.
Definition 8.3. The asymptotic triangulated Grothendieck group of C Ă T is given by
K∆0 pCq :“ K
∆
0 pCq{T pCq,
where T pCq is generated by
rY s ´ rXs “
ÿ
rě0
rErs,
whenever
À
rě0Er P C, and
Y – MColim
`
X “ F0
f0ÝÑ F1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
is an acceptable Milnor colimit, or
X – MLim
`
¨ ¨ ¨
f1ÝÑ F1
f0ÝÑ F0 “ Y
˘
,
is an acceptable Milnor limit, and
rErs “ rConepfrqs P K
∆
0 pCq,
for all r ě 0.
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8.1. T-structures. Recall that a t-structure [5] is the datum of two strictly full subcate-
gories Cď0 and Cě0 such that
‚ Cď0 is closed under r´1s and Cě0 is closed under r1s ;
‚ homCpMr1s, Nq “ 0 for all M P C
ě0 and N P Cď0 ;
‚ for each M P C there is a distinguished triangle
(21) Mě1 Ñ M ÑMď0 Ñ
where Mď0 P Cď0 and Mě1r´1s P Cě0.
Remark 8.4. Because we chose a chain complex convention for dg-algebras before, we use
a reverse notation as the one in the reference.
We refer to [5] for the proof of all the following facts. The inclusion Cďn ãÑ C admits
a right adjoint τďn : C Ñ C
ďn which we call truncation functor. Similarly, the inclusion
Cěn ãÑ C admits a left adjoint τěn : C Ñ Cěn. Moreover, any distinguished triangle similar
to Eq. (21) is equivalent to
τě1M Ñ M Ñ τď0M Ñ
and we have
τďn ˝ τďm – τďn, τďn ˝ τěm – τěm ˝ τďn – 0,
τěn ˝ τěm – τěm, τěn ˝ τďm – τďm ˝ τěn,
for n ă m. In particular, we obtain a distinguished triangle
HnpMq Ñ τďnM Ñ τďn´1M Ñ
for all n P Z and M P C.
The heart of the t-structure is C♥ :“ Cď0 X Cě0, and the homological functor is H0 :“
τě0 ˝ τď0 : C Ñ C♥. One also puts H i :“ H0 ˝ r´is. It is a well-known fact that C♥ is
abelian. In particular given X
f
ÝÑ Y P C♥ then
cokpfq :“ H0pConepfqq – τď0pConepfqq,
kerpfq :“ H1pConepfqq – τě0pConepfqr´1sq.
Moreover, a distinguished triangle in C gives rise to a long exact sequence in homology.
One says that a t-structure is bounded from below if C “
Ť
n C
ěn. It is non-degenerate
if
Ş
nPZ C
ďn “ 0 “
Ş
nPZ C
ěn. When τ is non-degenerate, then X – 0 P C if and only
if H ipXq – 0 P C♥ for all i P Z. This also implies that whenever f : X Ñ Y induces
isomorphisms H ipfq : H ipXq
»
ÝÑ H ipY q for all i P Z, then f : X
»
ÝÑ Y is an isomorphism
in C.
In our context, we will assume that the t-structure extends to T such that there is a
t-structure on T with Cĺ0 “ T ĺ0XC and Cě0 “ T ě0XC. Because we assumed that T has
arbitrary products and coproducts, its heart T ♥ is both AB3 and AB3* by [22, Proposition
3.1.2.].
Since τď0 is a right adjoint, it preserves limits. Following [22], we say that τ is a smashing
t-structure whenever τď0 also preserves coproducts (equivalently when Cě0 is closed under
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taking coproducts). For example, it is the case whenever the t-structure is compactly
generated (see [22, Definition 1.6.4.]). Since τě0 always preserves colimits, we obtain that
H0 preserves coproducts whenever τ is smashing. More generally, if T ♥ is closed under
coproducts, then it is AB4 [22, Proposition 3.1.5.]. This is in particular the case when τ is
smashing. The dual version of these facts also holds.
Lemma 8.5. Suppose T ♥ is AB4 and AB4*. The inclusion C♥ Ă C induces a map
Ψ : G0pC
♥q ÑK∆0 pCq.
Proof. There is a map G0pC
♥q Ñ C since short exact sequences in C♥ give rise to distin-
guished triangles in C. Thus we want to show that JpC♥q Ă T pCq and J˚pC♥q Ă T pCq.
We show that JpC♥q Ă T pCq, the dual case being similar. Consider a map X
f
ÝÑ Y in
the heart C♥. Then we can view kerpfq and cokpfq as objects in C, and we obtain
rcok f s ´ rker f s “ rY s ´ rXs “ rConepfqs P K∆0 pCq.
Now consider an acceptable filtered colimit and its corresponding acceptable derived colimit
Y – colim
`
X0
f0ÝÑ X1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
Y˜ – colim1
`
X0
f0ÝÑ X1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
in C♥. There is a distinguished triangleà
rě0
kerpfrqr1s Ñ
à
rě0
Conepfrq Ñ
à
rě0
cokpfrq Ñ
in T , and thus
À
ě0Conepfrq P C since
À
rě0 cokpfrq P C and
À
rě0 kerpfrq P C. Moreover,
there is an exact sequence
0Ñ Y˜ Ñ
ž
rě0
Xr
1´f‚ÝÝÝÑ
ž
rě0
Xr Ñ Y Ñ 0,
in T ♥. Thus we obtain
Y – H0pConep1´ f‚qq, Y˜ – H
1pConep1´ f‚qq,
and MColim
`
X0
f0ÝÑ X1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
“ Conep1´ f‚q P C. In conclusion,
rMColim
`
X0
f0ÝÑ X1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
s ´ rX0s “ rY s ´ rY˜ s ´ rX0s
“
ÿ
rě0
rConepfrqs “
ÿ
rě0
prcok frs ´ rker frsq,
in K∆0 pCq. 
Lemma 8.6. Let
¨ ¨ ¨
f0ÝÑ X1
f1ÝÑ X2
f2ÝÑ X3
f3ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
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be a long exact sequence in an abelian category A which is a full subcategory of some AB4
category G. If
À
iXi P A, then we obtainÿ
i
rX2is “
ÿ
i
rX2i`1s,
in G0pAq.
Proof. For each i P Z there is a short exact sequence
0Ñ ker fi – im fi´1 Ñ Xi Ñ im fi Ñ 0 P A Ă G.
Since G is AB4 we obtain two short exact sequences
0Ñ
à
i
im f2i Ñ
à
i
X2i`1 Ñ
à
i
im f2i`1 Ñ 0,
0Ñ
à
i
im f2i´1 Ñ
à
i
X2i Ñ
à
i
im f2i Ñ 0.
Since
À
iXi P A, we also have im
`À
i fi
˘
–
À
i im fi P A. Thus we obtainÿ
i
rX2is “
ÿ
i
`
rim f2i´1s ` rim f2is
˘
“
ÿ
i
rX2i`1s,
in G0pAq. 
Definition 8.7. We say that τ is full if
À
iPZH
ipXq P C for all X P C and T ♥ is AB4.
Lemma 8.8. If τ is full and H0 commutes with direct sums, then there is a map
Φ0 : K
∆
0 pCq Ñ G0pC
♥q,
given by
rXs ÞÑ rH˚pXqs :“
ÿ
iPZ
`
rH2ipXqs ´ rH2i`1pXqs
˘
.
Proof. Since C is closed under direct summands, we have both
À
iPZH
2ipXq P C♥ andÀ
iPZH
2i`1pXq P C♥. Suppose there is a distinguished triangle
X Ñ Y Ñ Z Ñ
It induces a long exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H1pZq Ñ H0pXq Ñ H0pY q Ñ H0pZq Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨
in C♥. Using Lemma 8.6 it implies that
rH˚pXqs ` rH˚pZqs “ rH˚pY qs,
in G0pC
♥q. 
Lemma 8.9. Consider X
f
ÝÑ Y P T and suppose C♥ is thick in T ♥. If Conepfq P C, then
we have ConepH0pfqq P C. If τ is full, then we also have
À
iPZConepH
ipfqq P C.
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Proof. There is an exact sequence in T ♥
H1pY q Ñ H1pConepfqq Ñ H0pXq Ñ H0pY q Ñ H0pConepfqq Ñ H´1pXq Ñ H´1pY q.
Using the epi-mono decomposition we obtain
H1pY q H1pConepfqq H0pXq
I K
Since H1pConepfqq P C♥, we have I,K P C♥. Doing the same reasoning on the part on the
right, we obtain an exact sequence
0Ñ K Ñ H0pXq Ñ H0pY q Ñ C Ñ 0,
with K,C P C♥. Moreover, there is a distinguished triangle
C Ñ ConepH0pfqq Ñ K Ñ
in T , and thus ConepH0pfqq P C.
If τ is full, we can apply a similar reasoning using the fact that
À
iPI H
ipConepfqq P C
and that T ♥ is AB4. 
It is well-known that a Milnor colimit in the derived category of an AB5 category induces
colimits in homology [8]. We obtain a similar result:
Lemma 8.10. Suppose C♥ thick in T ♥ and is locally AB5. If H0 commutes with coproducts
and
X – MColim
`
X0
f0ÝÑ X1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
P C,
is an acceptable Milnor colimit in C, then
H ipXq – colim
`
H ipX0q
Hipf0q
ÝÝÝÝÑ H ipX1q
Hipf1q
ÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
P C♥,
is an acceptable filtered colimit for all i P Z. If τ is also full, then
à
iPZ
H ipXq – colim
`à
iPZ
H ipX0q
ř
Hipf0q
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
à
iPZ
H ipX1q
ř
Hipf1q
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
is an acceptable filtered colimit in C♥. The dual also holds whenever H0 commutes with
products and C♥ is locally AB5*.
Proof. Let
(22) Y i :“ colim
`
H ipX0q
Hipf0q
ÝÝÝÝÑ H ipX1q
Hipf1q
ÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
.
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We have Y i P C♥ by Lemma 8.9 since Y i – H0pConepH ip1´f‚qqq and Conep1´f‚q – X P C.
There is a commutative diagram
H i`1pXq H i
`š
rě0Xr
˘
H i
`š
rě0Xr
˘
H ipXq
š
rě0H
i´1pXrq
Y i`1
š
rě0H
ipXrq
š
rě0H
ipXrq Y
i
š
rě0H
i´1pXrq
δi`1
»
Hip1´f‚q
»
δi
0 1´H
ipf‚q ϕi 0
in C♥, where the rows are exact. Thus δi`1 “ 0. Since it does not depend on i, we also
have δi “ 0, and by consequence H
ipXq – Y i.
The colimit Eq. (22) is acceptable sinceà
rě0
Conepfrq – Conep
à
rě0
Xr
f‚ÝÑ
à
rě1
Xrq P C,
and thus by Lemma 8.9
Conep
à
rě0
H ipXrq
Hipf‚q
ÝÝÝÝÑ
à
rě1
H ipXrqq –
à
rě0
ConepH ipfrqq P C
♥,
so that à
rě0
cokH ipfrq – H
0
`à
rě0
ConepH ipfrqq P C
♥,
and similarly for
À
rě0 kerH
ipfrq P C
♥.
The case when τ is full follows, using the fact direct sums (which we recall are biproducts
in this paper) commute with filtered colimits and filtered limits. The dual case is similar.

Because of Lemma 8.10, we introduce the following:
Definition 8.11. We say that a t-structure τ on C is stable if
‚ C♥ is thick in T ♥ ;
‚ C is both locally AB5 and locally AB5* ;
‚ H0 commutes with direct sums in T .
Lemma 8.12. If τ is full and stable, then Φ0 : K0pCq Ñ G0pC
♥q induces a map
Φ : K∆0 pCq Ñ G0pC
♥q,
which is the right inverse of Ψ : G0pC
♥q ãÑK∆0 pCq.
Proof. We need to show that Φ0pT pCqq Ă
`
JpC♥q ` J˚pC♥q
˘
. Suppose
Y – MColim
`
X “ F0
f0ÝÑ F1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
is an acceptable Milnor colimit, and rConepfrqs “ rErs P K
∆
0 pCq for some tErurě0 withÀ
rě0Er P C. We write rcokH
˚pfqs :“
ř
iPZ
`
rcokH2ipfqs ´ rcokH2i`1pfqs
˘
and similarly
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for rkerH˚pfqs. Then we obtain
rH˚pConepfrqqs “ rH
˚pFr`1qs ´ rH
˚pFrqs
“ rcokH˚pfrqs ´ rkerH
˚pfrqs,
in G0pC
♥q. Moreover, we have that
à
iPZ
H ipY q – colim
`à
iPZ
H ipXq “
à
iPZ
H ipF0q
ř
Hipf0q
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ
à
iPZ
H ipF1q
ř
Hipf1q
ÝÝÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
is an acceptable colimit in C♥ by Lemma 8.10. Thus, we obtain
rH˚pY qs ´ rH˚pXqs “
ÿ
rě0
`
rcokH˚pfrqs ´ rkerH
˚pfrqs
˘
,
in G0pC
♥q. Finally, because rConepfrqs “ rErs in K
∆
0 pCq we have rH
˚pConepfrqqs “
rH˚pErqs in G0pC
♥q. Therefore
rH˚pY qs ´ rH˚pXqs “
ÿ
r
rH˚pErqs,
in G0pC
♥q. The dual case is similar. 
Proposition 8.13. Suppose τ is non-degenerate, full and stable. Let X P C. For all e P Z
we have
X – MLim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ τďe`1X Ñ τďeX
˘
.
Proof. The proof is similar to [12, Theorem 10.2]. Let
Y :“ MLim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ τďe`1X Ñ τďeX
˘
.
The maps X Ñ τďe`rX induce a map h : X Ñ Y . For all i P Z we have
H ipY q – lim
`
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ H ipτďe`1Xq Ñ H ipτďeXq
˘
,
thanks to Lemma 8.10. For e` r ě i then H ipτďe`rXq “ H ipXq so that H iphq : H ipXq –
H ipY q. Thus h is an isomorphism by non-degeneracy of τ . 
Theorem 8.14. If τ is bounded from below, non-degenerate, full and stable, then
K0pCq – G0pC
♥q,
induced by Φ.
Proof. We only need to show the surjectivity of Ψ since we already know by Lemma 8.12
that Ψ is injective. This follows from Proposition 8.13 and the fact that
À
iH
ipXq P C for
all X P C, since it implies that rXs “ rH˚pXqs PK∆0 pCq. 
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8.2. Baric structures. Inspired by [2], we say that a baric structure on a Zn-graded
triangulated category C is the datum of a pair of saturated subcategories Cĺ0 and Cą0 such
that
‚ xgCĺ0 Ă Cĺ0 for all g ă 0 ;
‚ xgCą0 Ă Cą0 for all g ą 0 ;
‚ homCpX, Y q “ 0 whenever X P Cĺ0 and Y P Cą0 ;
‚ for each X P C there is a distinguished triangle
(23) Xĺ0 Ñ X Ñ Xą0 Ñ Xĺ0r1s,
where Xĺ0 P Cĺ0 and Xą0 P Cą0.
Proposition 8.15. Let Cĺ0 and Cą0 be a baric structure on C. Then the inclusion Cĺ0 ãÑ C
admits a right-adjoint βĺ0 : C Ñ Cĺ0 and the inclusion Cą0 ãÑ C admits a left-adjoint
βą0 : C Ñ Cą0. Moreover, for each X P C there is a distinguished triangle
(24) βĺ0X Ñ X Ñ βą0X Ñ βĺ0Xr1s,
equivalent to Eq. (23).
Proof. As in [2, Proposition 2.2], this is actually similar to the case of a t-structure. Thus
we can follow the same arguments as in [5, §1.3.3–1.3.4]. 
Then we use similar notations as in Section 7.6.
Lemma 8.16. For g ĺ g1 there are natural isomorphisms
βĺg ˝ βĺg1 – βĺg, βĺg ˝ βąg1 – βąg1 ˝ βĺg – 0,
βąg ˝ βąg1 – βąg1, βąg ˝ βĺg1 – βĺg1 ˝ βąg.
Proof. Similar as in [5, §1.3.5]. 
Proposition 8.17. The functors βĺg and βąg are exact.
Proof. The proof is almost identical to [2, Proposition 2.3]. 
Lemma 8.18. For all X P C and g P Zn there are distinguished triangles
βăgX Ñ βĺgX Ñ βgX Ñ
βgX Ñ βľgX Ñ βągX Ñ
Proof. Similar to Lemma 7.34. 
Definition 8.19. We say that a baric structure is
‚ non-degenerate if
Ş
gPZn Cĺg “ 0 “
Ş
gPZn Cąg ;
‚ locally finite if there is a finite collection of objects P1, . . . , Pm in C0 such that any
object in C0 is quasi-isomorphic to a finite iterated extension of P1, . . . , Pm ;
‚ cone bounded if for any X P C there exists a bounding cone CX Ă R
n and a minimal
degree e P Zn such that βgpXq “ 0 for all g ´ e R CX ;
‚ stable if βĺg commutes with acceptable Milnor colimits and limits ;
‚ full if
À
gPZn βgX P C for all X P C ;
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‚ strongly c.b.l.f. if it is non-degenerate, locally finite, cone bounded, stable and full.
Proposition 8.20. Let β be a cone bounded, locally finite baric structure on C. If Cą0 is
stable under acceptable Milnor colimits and acceptable Milnor limits, then β is stable.
Proof. Let g P Zn. Consider an acceptable Milnor colimit
X – MColim
`
X0
f0ÝÑ X1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
.
Let
X 1 :“ MColim
`
βĺgX0
βĺgf0
ÝÝÝÑ βĺgX1
βĺgf1
ÝÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
.
Because β is cone bounded, locally finite and
À
rě0Conepfrq P C, we have Conepβĺgfrq “ 0
for r " 0. Thus, X 1 – βĺgXm, and Xr{Xm :“ ConepXm Ñ Xrq P Cąg for m " 0 and
r ě m. Let
X2 :“ MColimpXm{Xm Ñ Xm`1{Xm Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ q.
There is a distinguished triangle
Xm Ñ X Ñ X
2 Ñ
and thus
X 1 Ñ βĺgX Ñ βĺgX
2 Ñ
is also a distinguished triangle. By hypothesis, we obtain X2 P Cąg, and thus βĺgX
2 – 0.
Therefore X 1 – βĺgX . The dual case is similar. 
Proposition 8.21. Suppose β is non-degenerate, stable and cone bounded. Let X P C. If
CX “ t0 “ c0 ă c1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ u is a bounding cone of X and e P Z
n the minimal degree of X,
then
X – MColim
`
βĺe`c0X
ı0ÝÑ βĺe`c1X
ı1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
where ır is given by Lemma 8.18. If β is full, then this Milnor colimit is acceptable.
Proof. Let βďr :“ βĺe`cr . Since we have maps jr : βďrX Ñ X , we obtain a map j‚ :š
rě0 βďrX Ñ X . Then the square on the left commutes in the following diagramš
rě0 βďrX
š
rě0 βďrX MColimrě0pırq
0 X X
1´ı‚
j‚ h
inducing the vertical map h. We put R :“ Conephq. Let g P Zn. Since for r " 0 we have
cr ´ e ą g, we obtain that βĺg MColimrě0pırq – βĺgX . Therefore βĺgR – 0, and thus
βągR – R. Since g is arbitrary, it means R P
Ş
gPZn Cąg. Because β is non-degenerate, we
conclude that R – 0 and X – MColimrě0pırq. 
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8.2.1. C.b.l.f. iterated extensions. In a Zn-graded triangulated category T , we define the
notion of c.b.l.f. coproduct as follows:
‚ take a a finite collection of objects tK1, . . . , Kmu in T ;
‚ consider a coproduct of the form
ž
gPZn
xgpK1,g ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨ ‘Km,gq, with Ki,g “
ki,gà
j“1
Kirhi,j,gs,
where ki,g P N and hi,j,g P Z ;
‚ there exists a cone C compatible with ă, and e P Zn such that for all j we have
kj,g “ 0 whenever g ´ e R C ;
‚ there exists h P Z such that hi,j,g ě h for all i, j, g.
We suppose that C is c.b.l. additive (for c.b.l.f. coproducts defined as above).
Definition 8.22. Let tK1, . . . , Kmu be a finite collection of objects in C, and let tErurPN
be a family of direct sums of tK1, . . . , Kmu such that
À
rPNEr is a c.b.l.f. direct sum of
tK1, . . . , Kmu. Let tMrurPN be a collection of objects in C with M0 “ 0, such that they fit
in distinguished triangles
Mr
frÝÑMr`1 Ñ Er Ñ
Then we say that an object M P C such that M –T MColimrě0pfrq in T is a c.b.l.f.
iterated extension of tK1, . . . , Kmu. The sequence ti,g “ thi,1,g, . . . , hi,ki,g,gu of occurences
of xgKirhi,j,gs as a direct summand in
À
rPNEr is called the degree g multiplicity of Ki.
Proposition 8.23. If C admits c.b.l.f. iterated extensions and β is a cone bounded, locally
finite baric structure on C, then β is full.
Proof. Similar to Lemma 7.38. 
8.3. Topological Grothendieck group. Mimicking Achar–Stroppel construction [1], we
define the following:
Definition 8.24. The topological Grothendieck group of pC, βq is
K0pC, βq :“ K
∆
0 pCq{T pC, βq,
where
(25) T pC, βq :“ trXs P K∆0 pCq | rβĺgXs “ 0 for all g P Z
nu.
It is endowed with a canonical topology given by using tK∆0 pβąeC, βquePZn as basis of
neighborhoods of zero.
As before, if β is non-degenerate, then the canonical topology on K∆0 pC, βq is Hausdorff.
Definition 8.25. We say that a graded functor F : pC, βq Ñ pC1, β 1q has finite amplitude
if there exists |F | P Zn such that FCąg Ă C
1
ąg`|F |.
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Proposition 8.26. Let F : pC, βq Ñ pC1, β 1q be a Zn-homogeneous exact functor. If F has
finite amplitude, then it induces a continuous map
rF s : K∆0 pC, βq ÑK
∆
0 pC
1, β 1q,
by rF srXs :“ rF pXqs.
Proof. The proof is similar to Proposition 7.46. 
Proposition 8.27. Suppose β is a full, non-degenerate, stable, cone bounded baric struc-
ture on C. There is a surjection
K∆0 pC, βq։K
∆
0 pCq,
induced by the identity on K∆0 pCq. If β is locally finite, then it is an isomorphism
K∆0 pC, βq –K
∆
0 pCq.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Proposition 7.47. We obtain a surjective map
G0pC, βq։ G0pCq,
thanks to Proposition 8.21. Then suppose β is locally finite and consider an acceptable
Milnor colimit
Y – MColim
`
X “ F0
f0ÝÑ F1
f1ÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
,
and
À
rě0Er P C such that rErs “ rConepfrqs in K
∆
0 pCq for all r ě 0. Because β is locally
finite we have βĺgEr “ βĺg Conepfrq “ 0 for r " 0. Hence, for r
1 " 0, we have
rβĺgY s ´ rβĺgXs “
r1ÿ
r“0
rβĺg Conepfrqs “
r1ÿ
r“0
rβĺgErs.
The dual case is similar. Thus there is an isomorphism K∆0 pC, βq –K
∆
0 pCq. 
9. C.b.l.f. positive dg-algebras
For this section, we restrict to derived categories that appear from Zn-graded dg-k-
algebras pA, dq, where A “
À
ph,gqPZ‘Zn A
h
g, and k is a field. We will consider c.b.l. additive
subcategories of T :“ DpA, dq. In this context, an pA, dq-module is said to be c.b.l.f.
dimensional (resp. c.b.l.f. generated) if it is c.b.l.f. dimensional (resp. c.b.l.f. generated)
for the Zn-grading, and bounded from below for the homological grading.
It is a known fact, and actually not hard to show (see for example [13, Lemma 5.2]),
that if pA, dq is positive for the homological grading, i.e. Ahg “ 0 whenever h ă 0, then
DpA, dq has a canonical non-degenerate t-structure. We take DpA, dqď0 as given by the
dg-modules with homology concentrated in non-positive degree, and DpA, dqě0 by those in
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non-negative degree. Moreover, the truncation functors are given by the usual intelligent
truncations:
τě0pM, dMq :“
`à
hą0
Mh˚ ‘ kerpM
0
˚
dMÝÝÑM´1˚ q, dM
˘
,
τď0pM, dMq :“
`à
hă0
Mh˚ ‘ cokpM
1
˚
dMÝÝÑM0˚q, dM
˘
,
for pM, dMq an pA, dq-module with M “
À
ph,gqM
h
g . Then the homological functor H
0
coincides with the usual one, and there is an equivalence of abelian categories
DpA, dq♥ – H0pA, dq -mod .
Let DlfpA, dq denotes the full triangulated subcategory of DpA, dq consisting of pA, dq-
modules having a c.b.l.f. dimensional homology (meaning the homological degree is also
bounded from below). The t-structure of DpA, dq restricts to DlfpA, dq. It becomes
bounded from below and we obtain
DlfpA, dq♥ – H0pA, dq -modlf .
Note that the restriction of τ on DlfpA, dq gives a full t-structure, since the homology of a
c.b.l.f. dimensional dg-module is c.b.l.f. dimensional for the Zn-grading.
Proposition 9.1. Let pA, dq be a Zn-graded dg-algebra. If A is positive for the homolog-
ical grading and H0pA, dq is locally finite dimensional, then the canonical t-structure on
DlfpA, dq is stable.
Proof. Clearly, H0pA, dq -modlf is thick in H
0pA, dq -mod, since both submodules and quo-
tients of a c.b.l.f. dimensional module are c.b.l.f. dimensional. Since the category of
Zn-graded k-vector spaces if both AB4 and AB4*, we obtain that H0 commutes with both
products and coproducts in DlfpA, dq. It only remains to show that H0pA, dq -modlf is both
locally AB5 and locally AB5*. This follows from the same arguments as in the proof of
Proposition 7.48. 
Corollary 9.2. Let pA, dq be a Zn-graded dg-algebra. If A is positive for the homological
grading and H0pA, dq is locally finite dimensional, then
K∆0 pD
lfpA, dqq – G0pH
0pA, dq -modlfq.
Proof. This follows from Theorem 8.14, using Proposition 9.1. 
We investigate the case of such dg-algebras where DlfpA, dq carries a natural baric struc-
ture, and for which we can explicitly compute the Grothendieck group.
Definition 9.3. We say that pA, dq is a c.b.l.f. positive dg-algebra if
(1) A is positive for the homological degree: Ahg “ 0 whenever h ă 0 ;
(2) A is positive, c.b.l.f. dimensional for the Zn-grading:
À
hPNA
h
g is finite dimen-
sional for each g P Zn, and
ř
ph,gq dimpA
h
gqx
g P ZCAJx1, . . . , xnK for some cone CA
compatible with ă ;
(3) A00 is semi-simple ;
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(4) Ah0 “ 0 whenever h ą 0.
We write A0 :“ A
0
0 and Aą0 :“
À
tph,gq|gą0uA
h
g. Since dpA0q “ 0, indecomposable rela-
tively projective pA, dq-modules are in bijection with indecomposable projective A-modules.
Let tPi :“ AeiuiPI be the finite set of indecomposable relatively projective modules, up to
shift. For a shifted copy P 1i – x
gPirhs of Pi we write degxpP
1
i q :“ g and deghpP
1
i q :“ h.
Note that degxpP
1
i q coincides with the minimal Z
n-degree of P 1i .
We see that Aą0ei is a sub-dg-module of Pi, since A
1
0 “ 0. Then, there is a simple
dg-module Si :“ Pi{Aą0ei. We write deg˚pS
1
iq :“ deg˚pP
1
i q whenever S
1
i – P
1
i {Aą0P
1
i .
Remark 9.4. For the remaining of the paper, we can drop the hypothesis that A is positive
for the Zn-grading. Instead, we can assume it decomposes as a finite direct sum A –À
jPJ P˜j (as graded module over itself) where P˜j is a graded shift of some indecomposable
Pi :“ Aei, such that each of these Pi is positive, c.b.l.f. dimensional for the Z
n-grading.
This ensures that HompP 1i1, Piq “ 0 whenever degxpP
1
i1q ă degxpPiq or deghpP
1
i1q ă deghpPiq.
Remark 9.5. If we remove point (4.), then Pi :“ Aei could be acyclic. In that case, there
is a quasi-isomorphism pA, dq
»
ÝÑ pA{AeiA, dq. Thus, we could weaken the hypothesis (4.)
so that it is respected only after removing all acyclic relatively projectives.
9.1. C.b.l.f. cell modules.
Definition 9.6. An pA, dq-module is called c.b.l.f. cell module if it satisfies property (P)
and if it is, as graded A-module, at the same time c.b.l.f. generated for the Zn-grading
and bounded from below for the homological grading.
Our goal now will be to prove that any object in DlfpA, dq is quasi-isomorphic to a c.b.l.f.
cell module.
Proposition 9.7. Any pA, dq-module pM, dMq in D
lfpA, dq is quasi-isomorphic to a c.b.l.f.
dimensional pA, dq-module.
Proof. Let trxrsurPR be a k-basis of HpM, dMq. For each r P R, let ir P I be such that
eirxr “ xr. Consider M
1 :“
Ť
rPR Pirxr ĂM . Since Pir is c.b.l.f. dimensional and positive,
and HpM, dMq is c.b.l.f. dimensional, so is M
1. Moreover, the inclusion M 1
»
ÝÑ M is a
quasi-isomorphism, since the induced map HpM 1, dMq Ñ HpM, dMq is surjective. 
Proposition 9.8. Let pM, dMq be an pA, dq-module which is projective c.b.l.f. generated
as A-module. Then pM, dMq is a c.b.l.f. cell module.
Proof. As A-module, pM, dMq decomposes as a c.b.l.f. direct sum of shifted indecom-
posables Pi. The generators of M are contained in e ` CM for some e P Z
n and cone
CM “ t0 “ c0 ă c1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ u compatible with ă. Moreover, the differential dM , when
restricted to xgPirhs Ñ x
g1Pjrh
1s, can be non zero only if h ą h1 and g ľ g1. Then, we
construct Mr as the sub-dg-module of pM, dMq with underlying A-module given by the
direct sum of xgPirhs with g ă e ` cr. It yields an exhaustive filtration
0 “M0 ĂM1 ĂM2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ĂMr ĂMr`1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ĂM,
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of pM, dMq such thatMr`1{Mr is, as A-module, a finite direct sum of x
e`crPirhs for different
h P Z. Since the sum is finite, we can further refine the filtration by filtering on the
homological degree. 
Because any c.b.l.f. cell module admits as underlying graded module a projective c.b.l.f.
generated A-module, we also obtain the following result from the proof of Proposition 9.8.
Proposition 9.9. Let M be a c.b.l.f. cell module, and CM “ t0 “ c0 ă c1 ă c2 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ u
be a Zn-bounding cone of M , and let e be the minimal Zn-degree of M . There exists an
exhaustive filtration
0 “ F0 Ă F1 Ă F2 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ Ă Fr Ă Fr`1 Ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ĂM
such that Fr`1{Fr is isomorphic (as A-module) to a finite direct sum of indecomposable
relatively projective tP 1i u with degxpP
1
i q “ cr ` e. This filtration is unique in pA, dq -mod
whenever CM is fixed.
Example 9.10. In order to make things clearer, we will try to get an insight of the typical
look of a c.b.l.f. cell module M when there is only one extra grading (thus n “ 1), and
only one indecomposable relatively projective module P0 of degree 0. We suppose that P0
appears with minimal x-degree g P Zn and homological degree h P Z in the filtration of
M . Write P :“ xgP0rhs. Then we can visualize M as:
...
...
...
...
‘α2,0P r2s ‘α2,1xP r2s ‘α2,2x
2P r2s . . .
‘α1,0P r1s ‘α1,1xP r1s ‘α1,2x
2P r1s . . .
‘α0,0P ‘α0,1xP ‘α0,2x
2P . . .
where each αi,j P N. For j fixed, we have αk,j “ 0 for k " 0. Note that for i fixed, then we
can have αi,j ą 0 for all j ě n0. A composition of arrows in the diagram represents where
the differential can be non zero. Then, the ordered filtration of Proposition 9.9 takes bigger
and bigger vertical slices of this diagram, starting from the left. Since the differential only
goes to bottom/left, it is easy to see from here that these vertical slices are sub-dg modules.
Moreover, because of αk,j “ 0 for k " 0, the quotient of a slice by another one is a finite
direct sum of shifted copies of P (as graded module).
The following lemma was inspired by [26, Lemma 09KN].
Lemma 9.11. Let pM, dMq be a c.b.l.f. dimensional pA, dq-module with bounding cone CM
and minimal Zn-degree e, and let CA be a bounding cone of pA, dq. There exists a c.b.l.f.
cell module pP, dP q with bounding cone CA ` CM such that:
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(1) there is an epimorphism π : pP, dP q Ñ pM, dMq in pA, dq -mod ;
(2) kerpdP q Ñ kerpdMq is surjective ;
(3) degxpkerpπqq ą degxppM, dMqq or deghpkerpπqq ą deghppM, dMqq ;
(4) dimpkerpπqheq ď
ř
pa`b“hq dimpM
a
e q dimpA
b
0q.
Proof. Take t P Z such thatM “
À
tpg,hq|gľe_hětuM
h
g andM
t
e ‰ 0. We also have kerpdMq “À
tpg,hq|gľe_hětu kerpdMq
h
g.
For each pg, hq we can choose a k-basis tmjg,hujPJg,h of M
h
g such that there is kj P I such
that ekjm
j
g,h “ m
j
g,h. This is possible since given any basis tmju ofMg,h then xekmjykPI,jPJg,h
is a generating family of Mg,h. Note that eim
j
g,h “ 0 whenever i ‰ kj. We choose a similar
basis txjg,hujPKg for kerpdMqg,h.
Moreover, the kernel of the surjection A0ekj ։ A0ekjm
j
e,t Ă Me,tm
j
e,t must be zero
by semi-simplicity of A0. Therefore, it is an isomorphism. Then, since M
t
e is finitely
generated, it is semi-simple over A0. Thus, we can extract a subset J
1
e,t Ă Je,t such thatÀ
jPJ 1
e,t
A0ekjm
j
e,t –Me,t. We replace Je,t by J
1
e,t for the remaining of the proof. This will
ensure that condition (3.) is respected.
We construct
P 1 :“
à
pg,hqPZnˆZ
jPJg,h
Pkj ¨m
j
g,h,
where Pkj ¨m
j
g,h is the relatively projective module given by Pkj shifted in x-degree so that
degxpPkj ¨m
j
g,hq “ degxpm
j
g,hq. We set
dP 1pa ¨m
j
g,hq :“ dApaq ¨m
j
g,h ` p´1q
deghpaqa ¨ dMpm
j
g,hq,
for all a P Pkj . Then, since M is c.b.l.f. dimensional, by Proposition 9.8 pP
1, dP 1q is a
c.b.l.f. cell module. The obvious surjection P 1 ։ M makes pP 1, dP 1q respect point (1.).
Point (4.) is clearly respected by construction, and point (3.) comes from the fact the
surjection restricts to an isomorphism pP 1qte – M
t
e. In order to also respect point (2.) we
add
P :“ P 1 ‘
à
gąe_hąt
Pkj ¨ x
j
g,h,
with dP induced by dP 1 and dP pa ¨ x
j
g,hq “ dApaq ¨ x
j
g,h. Then pP, dP q respects all the
requirements, concluding the proof. 
We will also need to following result:
Proposition 9.12. [26, Lemma 09IZ] Let pM, dMq be a pZ, 0q-module. Let
¨ ¨ ¨
f3ÝÑ pA2, d2q
f2ÝÑ pA1, d1q
f1ÝÑ pA0, d0q Ñ pM, dMq Ñ 0,
be an exact sequence, such that
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ kerpd2q Ñ kerpd1q Ñ kerpd0q Ñ kerpdMq Ñ 0,
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is exact as well. Then define the pZ, 0q-module pT, dT q by T
h :“
À
pa`b“hqA
b
a and dT pxq :“
fapxq ` p´1q
adapxq for x P A
b
a and f0 “ 0. There is a surjective quasi-isomorphism
pT, dT q
»
ÝÑ pM, dMq,
induced by pA0, d0q։ pM, dmq.
Theorem 9.13. Let pA, dq be a c.b.l.f. positive dg-algebra. Any c.b.l.f. dimensional pA, dq-
module pM, dMq admits a quasi-isomorphic cover by a c.b.l.f. cell module pP, dP q.
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of [26, Lemma 09KP].
We set pM0, dM0q :“ pM, dMq. Then we construct inductively for each i ą 0 short exact
sequences
0Ñ pMi, dMiq Ñ pPi, dPiq
πiÝÑ pMi´1, dMi´1q Ñ 0,
with pMi, dMiq :“ kerpπiq, using Lemma 9.11. Thus, we get a resolution
(26)
. . . P2 P1 P0 M 0.
kerpπ2q kerpπ1q kerpπ0q
π3
f3 f2
π2
f1
π1
π0
Then we put
P :“
à
iě0
Pi,
with Zn-grading induced by Pi, and homological grading given by P
h “ ‘pa`b“hqP
b
a . It is
a c.b.l.f. generated projective A module thanks to points (3.) and (4.) from Lemma 9.11,
and the fact that Ah0 “ 0 whenever h ą 0. We equip P with a differential dP by setting
dP pxq “ fapxq ` p´1q
adPapxq,
for each x P P ba . Therefore, thanks to Proposition 9.8, pP, dP q is a c.b.l.f. cell module,
coming with an epimorphism π¯ : pP, dP q Ñ pM, dMq induced by pM0, dM0q։ pM, dMq.
Moreover, point (2.) of Lemma 9.11 tells us that πi`1pker dPi`1q “ kerpdPiq X kerpπiq.
Thus we have an exact sequence
¨ ¨ ¨ Ñ kerpdP2q Ñ kerpdP1q Ñ kerpdP0q Ñ kerpdMq Ñ 0.
Then, using the exactness of (26), we conclude by Proposition 9.12 that π¯ is a quasi-
isomorphism. 
Let DlcpA, dq be the triangulated full subcategory of DpA, dq given by objects quasi-
isomorphic to c.b.l.f. iterated extensions of compact objects in DpA, dq.
Lemma 9.14. Let pM, dMq be a c.b.l.f. iterated extension of some c.b.l.f. cell modules
tpK1, d1q, . . . , pKm, dmqu where Ki appears with degree g multiplicity ti,g “ thi,1,g,...,hi,ki,g,gu.
Then pM, dMq is quasi-isomorphic to a c.b.l.f. cell module pM
1, dM 1q, having the c.b.l.f.
direct sum
À
i,g x
g
Àki,g
s“0Kirhi,j,gs as underlying graded A-module.
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Proof. Let tK1, . . . , Kmu be a finite set of c.b.l.f. cell modules, and
À
rPNEr be a c.b.l.f. di-
rect sum of elements in tK1, . . . , Kmu. Consider a collection of iterated extensions tMrurPN,
M0 “ 0, given by distinguished triangles
Mr
frÝÑMr`1 Ñ Er Ñ Mrr1s.
TakeM :“ MColimrě0pfrq. We will prove thatM is quasi-isomorphic to a c.b.l.f. cell mod-
ule. We can replace inductively each Mr by a quasi-isomorphic M
1
r`1 :“ ConepErr´1s Ñ
M 1rq. The module M
1
r`1 decomposes as
M 1r`1 – Er ‘ Er´1 ‘ . . . ‘ E0,
where the arrows represent the possible action of the differential on M 1r`1. Thus we have
an inclusion M 1r Ă M
1
r`1 as pA, dq-modules. Taking the direct limit of this filtration in
pA, dq -mod yields an pA, dq-module pM 1, dM 1q, which decomposes as M
1 –
À
rPNEr as
graded A-module, and which is quasi-isomorphic to pM, dMq. Then M
1 decomposes as
A-module as a c.b.l.f. direct sum of projective c.b.l.f. generated A-modules, and thus is
projective c.b.l.f. generated itself. By Proposition 9.8, pM 1, dM 1q is a c.b.l.f. cell module.

In particular, it means that there is an equivalence of triangulated categories DlcpA, dq –
DlfpA, dq.
Theorem 9.15. There is an isomorphism
K∆0 pD
lfpA, dqq –
à
iPI
Zppx1, . . . , xℓqqrPis,
where the sums are over all distinct, indecomposable relatively projective Pi. Moreover,
K∆0 pD
lfpA, dqq is also freely generated by the classes of distinct simple modules rSis.
Proof. We have by Corollary 7.49 that
G0pH
0pA, dq -modlfq – Zppx1, . . . , xℓqqrSis,
and thus
K∆0 pD
lcpA, dqq – Zppx1, . . . , xℓqqrSis,
by Theorem 8.14. Moreover, there is clearly a surjectionà
iPI
Zppx1, . . . , xℓqqrPis ÑK
∆
0 pD
lcpA, dqq,
since objects in DlcpA, dq are given by c.b.l.f. cell modules. Since we have
rPis “ fpxqrSis PK
∆
0 pD
lcpA, dqq,
where fp0q “ 1, we conclude that
K∆0 pD
lcpA, dqq –
à
iPI
Zppx1, . . . , xℓqqrPis.
This ends the proof since DlcpA, dq – DlfpA, dq. 
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9.2. Baric structure on DlcpA, dq. Let DlcpA, dqĺ0 be the full subcategory of D
lcpA, dq
given by objects quasi-isomorphic to c.b.l.f. iterated extensions of tPiui with all Z
n-degree
g multiplicities being zero for g ą 0. Similarly, DlcpA, dqą0 is given by the c.b.l.f. iterared
extensions in Zn-degrees bigger than zero. By Proposition 9.9, this defines a baric structure
on DlcpA, dq, where the truncation functor βĺg simply truncates the filtration up to Fr`1
such that cr ` e “ g. Note that we have hompX, Y q “ 0 whenever X P D
lcpA, dqĺ0 and
Y P DlcpA, dqą0 since hompPi, P
1
jq “ 0 whenever deggpPiq ă deggpP
1
jq. For the remaining
of the section, we will write this baric structure as β. It is non-degenerate, locally finite,
cone bounded and full.
Lemma 9.16. The baric structure β on DlcpA, dq is stable.
Proof. Consider a Milnor colimitX :“ MColim
`
X1 Ñ X2 Ñ ¨ ¨ ¨ q with allXr P D
lcpA, dqą0.
We can suppose all Xr to be c.b.l.f. cell modules. Thus
š
rXr is isomorphic to a dg-
module concentrated in degrees ą g. Then so is X :“ Conep
š
rXr Ñ
š
Xrq, and X P
DlcpA, dqą0. It is similar in the case of a Milnor limit. In particular, D
lcpA, dqą0 is stable
under acceptable Milnor colimits and acceptable Milnor limits. We conclude by applying
Proposition 8.20. 
Corollary 9.17. There is an isomorphism
K∆0 pD
lcpA, dq, βq –K∆0 pD
lcpA, dqq.
Proof. We apply Proposition 8.27. 
Proposition 9.18. Let pA, dq and pA1, d1q be two c.b.l.f. positive dg-algebras. Let B be a
c.b.l.f. dimensional pA1, d1q-pA, dq-bimodule. The derived tensor product functor
F : DlfpA, dq Ñ DlfpA1, d1q, F pXq :“ B bLpA,dq X,
induces a continuous map
rF s : K∆0 pD
lfpA, dqq ÑK∆0 pD
lfpA1, d1qq.
Proof. Recall that
B bLpA,dq X :“ B bpA,dq p pXq,
where p pXq is a cofibrant replacement of X . By Theorem 9.13, we can assume p pXq is a
c.b.l.f. cell module contained in DlcpA, dqľe for some minimal degree e P Z
n. Let |F | be the
minimal degree of B as Zn-graded k-vector space. We claim that F has finite amplitude |F |.
Indeed, we obtain that BbpA,dqp pXq is a c.b.l.f. dimensional pA
1, d1q-module with minimal
degree e ` |F | as k-vector space. In particular, p pB bpA,dq p pXqq P D
lcpA1, d1qľe`|F |. 
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